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SUMMARY 

This report summarizes estimates, -by electron and light microscopy, 

of the number and size distribution of fibers collected on membrane filters 

from air in four Los Angeles fi'eeway sites, upwind ambient air controls, and 

in ambient air from San Francisco Bey Area Cities and other California 

locations. The chrysotile asbestos fiber concentration in the air at all 

locations is lorw· in the range of zero - 10 Tibers/liter. Based upon com

parison of fiber concentration in various sites upwind and downwind, and 

at various distances ?rom freeweys 9 motor vehicles using the Los Angeles 

freeway system do not appear to be an important source of airborne chryso

tile asbestos ~ibers. The Los Angeles samples do not differ appreciably in 

fiber concentrations of chrysotile asbestos i'rom the San Francisco Bay 

Area samples. 

The concentration of glass and unidentified fibers was estimated in 

the Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay Area samples and f'ound. to be low i.e. 

in the same order of magnitude as for chrysotile asbestos. ~i:'he concentra

tion of amphibole asbestos fibers in the air were estimated in the Los 

Angeles ~reeway sites and found to be in the same order of mag11itude as the 

chrysotile asbestos concentration. 

A method is described for the use of electron microscopy suitable for 

quantitative analysis and identification of chrysotile and 'amphibole 

asbestos ribers in ambient air and at emission sources. 

'-------



RECOM:l.111ENDATIONS 

It is recommended that the estimates of aiTborne fibers in the ambient 

air of Los i'..ngeles and San Francisco Bey i.:.cea Cities provided by this study 

be used as a base line tor comparing the fiber levels in the ambient air in 

future surveys. One or more suitable sites can be selected in Los Angeles 

and in the San Francisco Bay Area. ConsideTations should also be given to 

including one or more sites where there is repetitive bra.king. The fore

going should be considered in conjunction with programs to monitor air 

near probable stationary emission sources. 



DJTRODUCTION 

and size distribution. o~ asbestos, gless;, and other fibers in the &nbient 

air of Los Angeles~ v.,yi th special emphasis on motor veb.iel.es on the Los 

Angeles freevs,ys s.s: a source of asbestos fibers. Data on the numbers of 

ch:rysotile asbestos, glass and urumown fibers in the ambient air in 

several Bs,y Area locations snd i~ other California sites are included for 

the comparative purposes. 

The need ~or information on the le-vel of asbestos fibers in ambient 

air md of emission sources is clearly -stated in a report on asbestos by 

the National. Research Council Cammittee on Biologic Ettects of Atmospheric. 

Pollutants published ill 19711 • The first paragraph of the conclusions and 

recommendations summarizes the available information on t:tie pathogenicity 

o"t ssbestos: "Pathogenicity- ot Asbestos Minerals-Any of the commerciaJ.ly

used asbestos minerals, vhen inhaled in sufi'icient nUUl.bers, as in uncon

trolled occupational. exposures, can cause disabling :fibrosis of the lungs; 

kn association. between occupational exposures to asbestos and bronchogenic 

carcinoma hes been establlshedlll but the doaie-re:sponse relation and the rol.e 

of cofactors have not been dettned. Evidence of a causal association between 

same bt:.t not a.JU exposures to asbestos :fibers and diffuse malignaut mesotbe

lio:ms.a o-r the pleura end peritoneum is sul:uirtanti.&l, but evidence of such a. 

Nlatian. with other tum.ors is inconclusive. Although the different types of 

'---

https://commerciaJ.ly
https://veb.iel.es


of controls; 11 P£best.os is too important in our technology and ecooomy- for 

its essexrtial use to be stopped~ But l) because of the kl?,own $<eriotW effects 

of uncontrolled inhalation or asbestos minerals in industry and uncertainty 

es to the shape and chs.racter of the dose-response cUT'\l"e in man ll it vould be 

highly impru.demt to permit additi011al contamination of the public environ

ment vith asbestos.. Continued WJe at w.nimal risk to the publ.ic Teq_uires 

that the major sources ot man-ma.de asbestos emission into the atmosphere be 

defined and controlled. In the absenc~ of' such controls, local f'iber con

centrations might at times approach those in occupational sites. Analytic·_ 

methods and epidem.iologic data are not yet adequ~te for the development of 

au ambient air standard, but emission cootrols are needed -and appear to be 

:feasible a 
11 

The reason. for considering f'Jreeva_ys as a source of asbestos as an air 

pollutant is that brakes and clutches o~ the very large number ot motor vehicles 

O!pel!ntt.ing Oil the :l:'it'eewqs coot.Si.in chrysot.ile ~bestos. It is possible that 

small amounts of chrysotile asbestos fibers cau get into the air on the free

wq-s during the process of braking. Eowewr, ·the heat created during break-

1 2 3 ~ 9 11 9ing decomposesi moirt of ·the clu.7sotile f'ibers · .. This s:tu.ey is in 

].m:-ge p&:ll:"t a comparisoo ot fiber content. cf :t'reevq air to that of ambient 

~ient air ere from. industries mm.w:'acturing mid usi.u~t products containing 

https://coot.Si.in
https://man-ma.de
https://P�best.os


asbestos~ building cons·t:-uction and demolition~ and open city dumps. Naturally 

-occurring asbestos in serpentine rock outcFopping can also contribute to 

the asbestos content in ambient aiT~ A source of ncn-chrysotile asbestos in 

f'reew~s an.d ecl>ient air is from. talc~ ~<Jhich can contain asbestos fibers of 

the amphibole type-tremolite.,. and is used in the manufacture of rubber tires 

and some brake linings. An analy'sis of the_ number of amphibole fibers in 

fremFay and ambient air are included in t.his report. To make the fiber analy

sis complete the number of glass :fibers vere counted as well as fibers not. 

yet identified ~hich coul.d be mistaken for asbestos fibers by light micro

scopy and which could have some biological activity5• 

The sampling -of air on the treewqs and upvind trom the freew~s (ambient 

air controls) was done primarily by the Cali:torni~ Division of Higbv~s 'J> Los 

Angeles Division 7 9 Freewq Operators. Eight samples obtained in March, .1972 
. 

were obtained by Thomas Cahill's group (Department of Physics, U.Ce Davis) on 

the Santa Monica Freewa;y, 4th avenue pedestrian overcross. Samples· were 

obtained at 4 sites cm the Los Angeles, !i2-mile 'freew,q loop which is pa.rt of 

the Los Angeles Freewq Surveillance and Control Project of the CsJ.if"ornia 

Division of Highways. The 42-mi.le b:eeGls;y loop is unique in that by means -o:r · 

_a ensors in the road bed t.be volume of traffic 9 residence time and speed of 

the motor vehicles ie continuously monitored with a computer at the control 

center in downto;:m Los _Angeles. There are meteorological stations near or 

a.t ea.ch of the aites. Consequently, data om. traffic volume and speed and 

wind direction end speed are available to. correlate with fiber coocentra

tioo m the freeway for the time intel"Vals sample~. A complete description 

of the Los Angeles, 42-mile loop facility .can be found in the 2nd annual 

https://42-mi.le


6 
report. to the California Legislai.ture o 

The sampling sites and the ianslytical methods tor determination of the 

n~er 9 size distribution, and identification in the s.iT sampled on the 

F'reewey s.nd in ail"' upl,!ind t:-om thie f'reewS;Y {ambient air) vill be described 

t~ 

and discussed in detail, The techniques include 1) the method of collect-

ing the f'ibers aud particulates from ia.i:r onto membrane filters, 2) prepara

tion of' the membrane fil.ters 3.lld counting procedures by light microscopy~ 

sind 3) sample preparation and counting procedures by electron microscopy. 

Procedures of other laboratories using electron microscopy for f'iber 

analysis will be discussed" 

METHODS 

This section will include: I. Description. o-r sample collection sites~ 

II. Method of air sampling, III. Analytical procedures-light microscopy 9 

and IV. Analytical procedures-electron microscopy. V. Experimental design. 

I. Description of sample collection sites 

The four sampling sites on. the Los Angeles 42-mile freevey loop are 

indicated on a section of a map ot Los Angeles containing the 42-mile free-

pooitions of' the air samplers on the treevey and in the upwind (control) 

positions~ together vith the type o-r cToss section of the freevay at the 

si"tes. The general wind direction and the or~entation of the freewq at 

the sites are indicatedo 

!t 
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The prevailing in.mi was from the vest ro'l.1ghly p&"'allel to the ~reewey-. Tvo 

sampling units ve~~ used on the freevBifll one at the pedestriM overcross 

m1q. the second 200 :feet west ot t.he first. They were placed a.t the edge of 

the shou.ldei- one lane removed trom the east bound mot.or vehicles. The 

ambient air sampling unit {control) vu placed 200 feet. to the south of 

the top edge ot the b:eeVEq ( on grade) • 

2. Harbor Freeway at 146th Street pedestriaz1 overcross 

This site is a. .cut section. The treeva;y is .oriented north and south. 

The prevailing wind is from the vest at a right angle to the fref!!Wrq. The 

sampling site was at the east edge o~ the :treevq one lane removed from 

the north bound moving vehicles .. The ambient air (control) sampling site 

was 135 feet from the ves~ shoulder of the treeve:y {85 feet trom the top 

edge ot the treevq). The area immediately surrounding the freevq is 

essentially residential. There is a major city street {Vermont St.·) f'our 

blocks to the vest ( upwind.) and para.ll.el. to the freew,q. A mile upwind of 

the treew~ at RosecrMS Avenue md Halldale Street there is a dry refuse 

COl'i'J..Olacting center which cow.d be a source ot ubestos tram building 

materials The S&J. Di~go f'reevq is four Diles west Wlld paral.lel t.o theo 

Earbo1· Freews_w. There &re industrial Wllld power plants vest ot tb.e San 

Diego Freeway. 

https://para.ll.el
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This site is on grade. The freews;y is oriented north-south. The pre

vailing wind in the early morning is from the ea.st.; in the a.fternoon the 

rind is :t""'ro):;i)_ the vest of the freewa:y shoulde:.- 9 on g:;.~~e The area :surroundo 

ing the site is essentially residential. 

4. San Diego Freeva;y at 122nd Street 

This site is elevated. The 'treewe:y is oriented l!i!Orth-south. The pre

vailing wind is from. the vest. The sampling site vas on the east side of the 

freevey at the edge_, a lane awq f'rom the northb·ound moving vehicles. The 

upwind (control) site was 100 teet from the near shoul.der {vest) • The site 

is just east and about a mile south of the Los Angeles. International Airport. 

The immediate area surrounding the site is essentially residential. There is 

industry in.eluding power· plants in El Segundo~ two or 3 miles to the west of 

the site. 

5. Three ·sampl.ea were obtained in dovntown Los Angeles as controls av~ from 

treewP¥So The sampling site vu 10 feet above street level, 10 feet north of 

6th Street near Vermont Street close to the Division of HighV81'S Buildingo 

--- ·, 
6. other aites vhere ambient air was sampled tor fiber analysis in 1971 in 

a study supported by the Nati.cmal Insula:tion Manufacturers ·Association were: 

Earl Warren Hall-roof U.Co Ce.mpus., Berkeley 
Urba.n-?esidential area 

Space Science~ Lab-root Light indut:r:, about two miles aay 
ti " ti 

ti! 1111Latimer ~all-root 
i_ 

Molecular Biology Lab-root 11 

l 

·--------

https://sampl.ea
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Sa..\'.l Josi~ State College· Nee.z ;:::3xri~e:i:1~ ,?t' s~ ,Jose" Urban-resi
roof-of science Bldg. de:.,:ti.2,l areao Li 1ght & moderately 

hee.v:r indus-:.:1.7 2 to 5 :miles away o 

Air Resources Bo~d ~rntown Los Jmgeles-on a smoggy day. 
Sampled out of 2nd floor rindov of 
A.~ Building~ 

\.mite Mountain Calif'ornia. l'"°.ountain ~ central California~ 
east of' Sierra Os ood near Nevada.. 
Surrounded by desert.. Elevation 12,470 :ft. 

Car #6 in Emerys.rille, Ca. Pownvind from the dump used by a plant 
which m.e.nufactures asbestos. (The volume 
o-r air sampled was only 0.65 cubic feet). 

Car 118 Highvay 101 9 California. near San Fra.ncis§o 
Airport. Volume of air sampled- 2. 3 ft. . 

Car #9 Higb:vey 101 Pa.lo Alto to San Jose volume 
of air sampled- l. 5 f't • 3. 

Car #10 . Highwa;y 17 San Jose to Oak.land volume 
ot air sampled- 2.4 rt.3. 

For the samples obtained on the f'reewa;ys ~ data was obtained on wind 

speed and direction from anemometers at or close to the sampling sites. The 

speed is recorded in miles per hour (mph) and the direction is indicated by 

numbers correlating to the degrees of a circle: N = 0 or 36, E = 9, S = 18 

and W = 27. The average speed and number of' :motor vehicles traveling in the 

lanes on the side where the air sampling unit was placed vere obtained from 

computer printout sheets for the time intervals sampled from the Los Angeles 

42'.""mile freewey loop SW."'VEdllance center in d,owntown Los Angeles. The data 

was :recorded at 5 minute inte:rwals. 

II Method ot Air Sampling 

Membrane f'ilters were used to collect 1"ibers along with particulates 

from the air at the sampling sites. The use of membrane f'ilters for 



quantitative analysis of the lll'W!.\l~er of f'lbers by ligh·i;, m5.c~;oc;s::;opy was developed 

(7)
by the t."SPHS and iias published in 1968 by Edwards and Lynch· · · " It is the 

~thod adopted, by OSHJ:i. in 1972 for determi.natiol/]. of industrial exposures to 

asbestos fibers ( 8) • This method vas adapted by Balzer 'I> Cooper and Fowler( 9 ) 

for sampling ambient air and air tram. ventilation syste!!l.S. A larger membrane 

filter in a metal open face filter holder vas used with an air flow rate of 

J.-2 cfm, much f;r.;atex- than the liter per minute rate commonly- used used for 

sampling occu:pational areas. For thia study, fibers and particulates from 

'freev~ and ambient air were collected ® 47-mm di.a.meter type M Millipore , 
f'ilters, 0.8µ nominal pore size, mounted -in 47-mm diameter open type metal 

Millipore aerosol filter holders. Gelman air sampling ·vacuum pumps (Model No. 

l.3408) capable of' a now rate through the membrane filter or 1-2 ct'm vere used 

with either 10 feet or 25 feet of 1/2 inch OD, 1/4 inch ID Tygon tubing con

nected to the filter holder. Calibration curves, vere prepared for use in the 

field of the vacuum in inches ot mercury indicated on the pump.vacuum gauge· 

versus flOlrl rate ot air in cf'm through a membrane filter. The pumps vere cali

brated using an 0.8iam pore size filter in a 47-mm diameter in-line Millipore 

aerosol filter holder with both a 10-foot and 25-foot length of tubing con

necting the tilter holder to the pump. A precalibrated Fischer rotometer was 

used for calibration of' the vacuum gauges on the pumps. The flow rate ot the 

4 pumps :tor most samples, with either 10 feet or 25 feet of tubing, was close 

to L 5 cfu. The pump gauge :reading vas recorded at the beginning and end ot 

the sampling period and aVeTaged tor ~he c&lculation of the flow rate. The 

beginning and end of the sampling period was recorded so that the total air 



day of the s:~mpling pe:riod, 

the p~ment at t,he edge of the f'reewew or th~ s~ c.istance above ground 

100 to 200 feet, upwind of' the freevq foY: 'the coot:irol samples o 

After sampling the filter assembly was tu...""Zled to t'b.~ upright position 9 

the ~ilter removed and stored in a plastic disposable 48 mm. X 8.5 mm petri 

dish. The dish ,.ind a data. sheet wu labeled with a number from. a roll of 

time consecutive nttm,ber tape {each number printed 6 times) obtained :from 

'the Professional Tape Company !il Rive:rside !I) Illinois. · Extra. numbers were 

placed on the petri dish sio that all data sheets could be labeled vith the 

same number. 
'-- I .I'!'he :S~ Area ambient air samples vere col.lected, stored snd labeled in_ / ~'.l 

I 
the same way as the samples tram Loa Angel.es. i i 

III. Analytical Procedure for counting and sizing fibers by light microscopy 

The method or Edwards and Iqnch(T) of the USPHS vas used for counting 

asbestos , gl.ass, end other :fibers cm the 11amples obtained on membrane filters. 

A sector (approx~ 1/5 of the tilter) is cut out o~ the membrane Xilter, 

mounted on a glass microscope slide with few drops of m viscous mounting 

medium of t.be same retractive index o-f the filter and covered vith a glass 

coverslip. The mounting i.:imedium i,;i a 1:1 mixture of diethyl oxalate and 

dimethyl ptb.alate with 5-7% wt/vol of broken Millipore filters wided "to 

increase the viscosity. A Leitz Di&lUJt binocu.lar microscope equipped vith a 

Ai.ox apochromatic pbue contrast objective lens, a ~eine varl.able phase con

t.rut suii:ustag,e condenser mid a pair of compensating lOX eyepieces. The 

https://Angel.es
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lines. T.he length of t.he sides of the cleer squa:.-e is- mes.s1.1red by means 

of an optice.1 microm.eteT callbz-ated with a stage microZieter. This length 

equals lOOL. The area of' the square is co:a.s:fol.ered a f"ield. There are 9 

numbered clear circles and 9 numbered black circles o-r graded sizes. The 

dis.meter of th•~ circles are calibrated md are used for siziilg the die.:

meters of the fibers and the length of' small fibel'$ Q The size gradation 

of the circles is defined by the formu.la: D == L 2n 11 where D = the 

diameter of the circle, n :a the circle numl)er and L = lOOL. The square 

100 

used for counting is approximately' one :f'i:rth of the area o"f: the microscope 

viewing field. The _n"!l]!l.ber ot fibers are counted .in 100 fields. The edges 

··--- of the filter sector are avoided as there ma;y be some movement of fibers 

at the edge. The pattern of' tields counted is as follows: The i'irst 

:field is positioned close to·the apex of the sector, the slide is moved 

, along the radius one f'ull :microscope :f'ield diameter at a time and the fibers 

a.re counted in the center as prescribed by the clear area of the Porton 

uating. At a point close to the arc of the sector the slide is moved at 

right angles for a few fields and a series ot fields. parallel to the radius 

ere counted moving the slide in a direction apposite to the lat series of 

f'lelds. Close to the apex a fe.,r fields are positioned at right angles toward 

the ot.he? side of the radius and a series of fields are counted in. a line 

parallel to the radius moving t.O!lard the arc of the sector. The :method of 

calcula:tion ot the number ot fiben per liter ot air sampled is as follows: 

https://formu.la


Total No. of i"ibe_]':S X = fibers/liter-~----------
. 2 

no. of fields area of l field in mm 'iJOl of air in l 

IV Ana.J.yticcl pTocedures - Electron Mi~oscopy 

The procedt;"\reS are reported in detail in Appendb: AL 

V. Experimental. Design 

The sampling program "'1e.5 in:ttiel.ly designed to te.ke advantage of the 

Cali~ornia Division of ~ighweys proposed air sampling system for the Los 

Angeles 42-mile freewiey loop, involving mobile laboratories 9 &md personnel 

available for sampling, to obtain a fev thousand samples from several 

sampling sites. Each sample of particulates :from the air was to be collected 

on membrane filters for tvo hours. From these samples, 120 were to be 

analysed for fiber content, 6o from the f'reewlQ' and 60 ambient air controls. 

=t'be sam.pl~s were to be chosen according to·vind~ weather; and motor veh_icle 

tratf'ic conditions from data obtained from the Los Angeles 42 mile freeway 

loop control center. This treevq sampling system vu dela;,ed so an alter

native program was adopted. This program involved the use of one mobile 

laboratory which was used at. tour sampling sites al.ready described. A 

total cf l20 samples were obtainedl) each o:t appro:rl:mately two hour sampling 

time11 during peak: trat:ric hours and a.t other· times. Several consecutive 

9 

:dte. Da:ta on t.he vol~ and speed of tratti.c as well as wind direction and 

velocity vere obtained tor each of the 2 hour freeway samples :from the control 

https://in:ttiel.ly
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collecting asbestos fib~rs i"rom air i~ vork enviro:rm.ents s.nd the procedure for 

quantitative analysis of the num?er of fibers by light microscopy was developed 

by the USPHS and vas published in 1968 by Edwards and Lynch ( T). It is the 

method adopteii. by OSHA in 1912 tor determination of industrial exposures to 

asbestos fibers(S)_ This method vas adapted by Balzer~ Cooper and Fowler( 9 ) 

for sampling ambient air and air from ventilation systems. A larger membrane 

filter in a metal. open face :filter holder ww; used with an a.i.T flow rate of 

l-2 cf'm, much greater than the liter per minute rate commonly used used for 

sampling occupational areas. For this study, fibers and particulates :from 

freewa:., and ambient air were collected on 41-mm diameter type AA Millipore , 
filters~ 0.811 nominal pore size, mounted in 47-mm. diameter open type metal 

Millipore aerosol filter holders. Gelman air sampling ·vacuum pumps (Model No. 

13408) capable of a flow rate through the membrane filter of 1-2 c:fm. were used 

with either 10 feet or 25 teet of l/2 inch OD, l/4 inch ID Tygon tubing con

nected to the f'ilter holder. Calibration curves, were prepared for use in the 

field of the vacuum in inches of mercury indicated on the pump.vacuum gauge 

versus f'lO'if rate of ai.r in cfm through a membrane f'ilter. The pumps were cali

brated using an 0.8µm pore size filter in a 47-mm diameter in-line Millipore 

aerosol filter holder vith both a 10-foot and 25-foot length or tubing con

necting the filter holder to the pump. A precalibrated Fischer rotometer was 

used for calibration of the vacuum gauges on the pumps. The flow rate of' the 

4 pu.mps for most sa.mples 9 with either 10 feet or 25 feet of tubing,, was close 

to l. 5 cf'm.. The PU?!llP gauge reading vas recorded at the beginning and end of 

the sSl.l!lpling period end averaged for the calculation of the f'lov rate. The 

beginning and end of the ssmpl.ing period vs.s recorded. so that the total air 



Tables I-IV sWIU!iUize the concentration of chrysotile asbestos fibers 

in fibers/li·,er of e.ir (:f/1) ._ analysed by ligat {LM) and electron microscopy 

(EM) in 'the samples from the freevq and in the upwind ambient air controls 

at each of the Loa .Angeles 42-mile, freeway: loop sites. Included in the 

tables a.re the analysis by electron microscopy (EM) of the concentrations 

(f'/1) of a.mphibole asbestos (mostly tremolite)., glass, and unknown fibers 

(unidentified) for the freeway and control samples. The tables also 

include the starting and stopping times for each sample and the date of 

sampling. For the freeva..,r samples the number of motor vehicles vhich passed 

the sampling sites, and then average speed, during the sampling time periods 

are included. Variation in speed within the sample time interval, if e:ny... 
a.re indicated. The wind direction and velocity are included for an ·area 

i:loae t·o the sampling sites during the time interval.s of sampling (within a 

tew hours). 

Table V contains the c011lcentration· (t/'Jl of' glass it asbestos and unknovn 

fibers in ambient air in the San Francisco Ba;, Area and other California. 

sitea ana.lysed by light and electron microscopy.· 

Table VI contains the average chrysotile fiber _concentratiqn and range 

of concentration~ found in the tour gites on the Los Angeles freewqa snd 

the ambieinrt air coi:rtrola, analysed by electron microscopy. The first few 

s&mples on the S:ante Mo:dca 'treewq site are excluded. 

Table '\!VII is i1 comparison of the average chrysotile concentrations (f/l) 

between the Los Angeles Area and the San Francisco Bay Area. The first f'ev 
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samples on the Santa Monica freeway site,. _and one Bs;y Area sample (near a 

point source) are excluded. Table VIII is a summary of the chrysotile fiber 
,. 

size distribution, diameter and length, of composites measured by electron· 

microscopy of the Los .Angeles freevey and upwind control samples (matched 

pairs), and table VIIIA is the :fiber size distribution 9 diameter, only of 

the B~ Area Cities ambient air samples. 

Using the fiber diameter distributions as listed in Tables VIII, and VIIIA 

the cumulative percentages at given diameters were determined and a.re shovn 

graphicaJ.ly in Figure 6. The geometric mean diameter o~ both the freeva;:r and 

control composites were 0.3µm and their standard geometric deviations were 

3.8 and 3.2 respec.tively. In the 13&¥,' Area composite the diameter sizes above 

0.03µ:m. are distributed like the upper tail of a log normal. distribution. 

Approximately 50% of the fibers were measured as single· f'ibrils (0.03pm). 

In view of the a.ssymetric nature of' tbe d.istribut.ion the 50% point is con

sidere_d as the geometric mean ~ dg + 0. 031,1m; and the€'g = 7.7. 

Table IX is a. summary of the distributions of fiber types in composites 

for Los Angeles :freewq and control samples. 

Table Xis the statistical testing of measured differences at the 95% 

confidence level of' the Los An.geles1 freewq and control matched pair samples 

for EL and LM (t test). 

Table XI contains the confidence intervals of several fiber counts by 

EM and the :formula used for cal.cul.a.ting the intel"Vals. 

Table XII is the glass fiber concentration in the Los Angeles Freewizy 

loop samples by LM & EM. Table XIII is the compar:ison of the average glass 

fiber concentration between the Los .Angeles area and the San Francisco Bay 

https://graphicaJ.ly
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by LM and EM. 

Table XIV is the concentration of glass fibers in the Los Angeles 

freewq and control samples by light microscope. 

Table rl is a composite of the average concentrations of' unknown 

fibers in the Los Angeles treeva;y-J.oop samples and Bq Area ambient air 

samples. 

Table XVI is a. summary of' the data on the collection efficiency of 

the O. 6µm pore size Nuelepore tilters for chrysotile asbest.os fibrils 

and small bundles. 

https://asbest.os


TABLE I. Santa Monica Freeway at 4th Avenue Pedestrian Overcross 

~--=-:..;o;.....;= -z ,......,,.. ~~= 
~ 

SAMPLE 0 CHRYSOTILE: ASBESTOS 
~-~-

Fr~,!\ t 

LM EH LM EH 

AMPHIBOLE 
ASBESTOS f/1 

Frwy Cont 

EM EM 

GLASS 
FIBERS f/1 

Frwy Cont 

EM EH 

UNKNOWN 
FIIlERS f/1 

Fr~ Cont 

EH EM 

TIME DATE TRAFFIC 

No. of Av 
Motor Speed 
Vehicles mph 

WIND 
mph 

Vel Dir 

2000 0.5 1.4 1307- 3/22
1700 Heavy 

70}1300-
1600 9-15 

20}1600-
1700 
·-

25 

2001 

2002 

2 .. 1 98.0 0 

16 clumps 

1.7 22.5 0 
3 clur~--

0 

1.s· 

2.4 

3.0 

0850- 3/23
ll00 

1145-3/23
1325 

Heavy 

Normal 

70}0850-
1000 

20}1000-
1100 

60-70 

3 22 

6 25 
~~ 

I 
I\.} 
I-' 
I 

2003 0.7 16.4 
1 clurn 

0 0 0 . 1945- 3/23
2220 Normal 60·-10 23 25 

0700- 3/24 20.2004 1.3 0 2.S 1.3 1.3 Heavy 3 250904 Jam 
--~ 

1220- 3/242005 0 0 2.6 0 2.6 Normal 60-70 5 251420 ~~~----c.=~ 
1655-3/24 co:,.,..~2006 0.9 1.3 0 1.3 10.4 --- 3 30
1855 

Bay . 
0903- 3/9Bridge 1.0 1.4 1.4 0 1.4 11,500
1050

Plaza. 

,_,_.,~,.._.:::=_,·xv, ?"·''TT' ."J•,/'Y.-_..,--.---,,·<o.,,.-,~.. , _.._ ,,·,.-.; __ -,,_::r-4. 
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(Tabl~ lo Smit& Monica Fr~ffif~Y at 4th Avenue Pedestrian Overcrosa Continued) 

~~=~ 

TIME DATE TR.M'J.t'IC WINDSAMPLE f CRRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMFHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN 
ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS fll FIBERS f/1 mph~ No. of Av 

-=----=-==...-

Frwy-
LM EM 

Cont 

LM EM 

Fr~ 

EM 

Cont 

EM 

Fn,y 

EM 

Cont 

EM 

Frwy 

EM 

Cont 

EM 

Motor 
Vehicles 

..,.,............ 

Speed 
mph 

Vel Dil' 

::=<:,,~ 

2599 2. 3 0 3.7 0 12.3 0850- 6/27
1050 

......... ~= === 

~--,..,,--??:>-~~~ 

• 

2600 1.0 4 .. .5 1.5 1.5 3 1529-7/17
1725 -== -= 11 25 

~~~~ 

2601 

~602 

= 

1.8 

loO 

3a6 

1.4 

le2 

0 

0 

1..4 

2.6 

1.4 

:l,526- 7/17
1735 

--
1243-7/18
1443 

"""'""" 

15,400 

~= 

62 

u. 2.5 
.~-.,i,;~ 

9 25 

I 
N 
I\) 
I 

~~~~= 

2ti-03 0.9 1 .. 2 la2 1.2 1.2 . 1249= 7/18
1451 15,400 62 9 25 

~~=-=-c:z:~=-_e.~ 

2604 
,., 

11 .. 0 1.. 2 0 0 3.6 1257-7/18
lSOS 9 25 

~~== 

. 2605 0.5 1.4 0 1.4 0 1448= 7/18
1645 1511800 60 ~l 25 

~-=-2~=------=..-=-==--~=·==..~~ 

2606 1.0 1.3 0 1.3 1.3 1502-7/18
1652 15,800 60 11 25 

~-=-=-=~~..:====-=~~_,..=,,. 

2607 2.4 lel 0 0 2.6 1508= 7/18
1704 11 25 

~~=====-~==,~=--



(Table le Santa Monica Freeway at 4th Avenue Pedestrian Overcross Continued) 

.~~=-= - ...--.~--~~~=-,, 

SAMPLE# CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHITIOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TR.Al'FIC WINI> 
f/1 ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS f/1 FIBERS f/1 mphNo. of Av 

Frwy Cone 
-= 

Frwy Cont Frwy Cont Frwy Cont Motor Speed Vel Dir 
Vehicles mph

LH EM LM EH EM EM EM EM EH EM 

2608 1.2 0 0 0 1.7 1234-7/19
1413 12,000 61 

-=-=~~:...,,...a,,c~-c.. _e<>=_..,..._.,. 

2609 0.56 0 1.5 1.5 9.0 1233-7/19
1419 12,000 c,~ea..:i,,-,61 === 

...--=·,c_.;.~.-~c.:,,=.~ 

2610 2&0 1.4 0 0 2.8 7/19 ""'"""'"'=" CDC,:.:,~ 

2611 1.8 0 

~ 

0 1.6 0 1418-7/19
1559 

13,200· 58 

--=--,....~~-"='"=="" 

10 26 

--==-----=".....=--=-·-_,_-.=2 

I 
I\) 
L,J 
I 

2612 4.2 0 0 0 0 1427-7/19
1612 10 26 
~ 

2613 
~.,. 

2614 

0.6 0 

~-
0.6 0 

1.1 

0 

0 

0 

1.1 

0 

1602= 7/19
1708 

1610-7/19
1745 
--

12,900 

12,900 

65 

65 

11 25 
---~~=""" --~· 

11 25 

2615 7,,4 0 0 0 2.0 1614= 7/19
1806 11 25 

.,_...,, - ===--..~ '--'-"'•=·---=--s=.a 

2616 0 0 1.3 0 0 1257-7/20
1457 16,000 61 9 25 

·-~---~-
2617 0 0 0 .o 2.4 1255-7/20

1458 16,000 61 9 25 



( 

(Tmbl@ Io Smit1 Mimic~ Fr~LlY at 4th Avenue Pedestrian Overcross Contim.11ed) 

~~=-=-~== .·====') 

SAMPLE (I CHRYSOT!LE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TRAFFIC WIND 
ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS fll FIBERS f/1 mph~= Noe of Av 

FrwyFn.2_== . Cont = Fr!?X Cont Cont Frwy Cont Motor Sp~ed Vel Dir 
,VehieleB mphLM EM LK EM EM EM EM EM EM EM 
~.n, ~ ~=~~-,e,-~~~=~ 

1253= 7/202618 2.0 0 0 0 3.8 ~ 25
1450 

~-c,.-,,C~-"=~--"=""'~;::..:,,,.. , 

2619 1.,0 0 1.. 2 1.2 2.4 1833= 7/21
2034 

==~ == 10 25 
r~==-._...;a=:.;04.iZ'.Z. ==,....- =va-=---=.,z..~=-=><== 

2'6:W 

=-

2621 

Oe5 0 

1.0 2.. 7 

3 .. 0 

1o4 

3.0 

2.7 

0 

0 

1852- 7/21
io36 

1847= 
71212044 

== ~c;;,,,r;r~ 10 25 
~~~-=-:i-~-=-= 

10 2S 

I 
I\.) 
.s,--
I 

~::=.-~,,-- ==--~ ~-==~~·=-=-..,,-~~===r---=....-ar 

2055=2622 laO 0 0 1.4 0 7121 ~= =~".;>
2252 

~~ = ~~,.,....-.,...-.<:,=~~=~<,; 

2623 0 0 1 .. 4 0 2e9 2058~ 7/21
2247 

~~~-= ,,. 

2624 1.. 3 0 1.2 0 0' . 2052-7/21
2058 

~~~~ 

~ ~ -~-"7.:~= 

~ 



Table II. Harbor Freeway at 146th 

.,.,.--~;c_~-"s,c..- -a=~=-=~===---==--~----:e-- -z=:.: ~~=~ ...,,,.,,.-,,s.~,.,-=~.1--==~~===> 

SAMPLE (I CHRYSOTXLE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TRAFFIC WIND 
ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS f/1 FIBERS f/-1 mph===~f,k/1~==- No~ of Av 

=..Jm __Cont =•= Fr:wy Cont ='F'!(WY Cont Fr~ Cont Motor Speed Vel Dir 
Vehicles mphLM EM LM EM EM EM EM EM EM EM 

2625 2.0 1.3 8,0 1.3 4.0 1625- 7/28 -·- -----
1745 -------

~~--~_::__-:-:-----;~ ~1625~ 7/28
2626 . 2.0 4.0 _ L3 1.3 3.0 1745 

--====-~=-=--=---=--~==---~==---=~---==~=-==-· 
0900=. 4 .o2628 1.S 0 0 0 1100 7/31 8,012 70 

--<>=<= ..,...-.,-....,........,,==-=-· ....... - ::.,.;..e,,,:i;=-........=-=-===----~=-=-=.,,_._.-. 

0900= 7/31 I\) 
I 

2627 3.0 1.3 2.6 1.3 4.0 VJ1100 I 
~~--=-~-=-_.,,-~~~"la-....:..:see--~~ ~ .~~~=.=,, "2 a2..~=-....====-==-

1330-7/312632 0.4 0 0 0 0 Inc 701548 
=---==~===--~~ 

2631 1.6 
-=--=-·-=r~~~ ,.. 

2634 4.0 3.0 

1.4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

9.0 

4.0 1400-1/31
1542 

1016= 8/1
1158 

~~~c:,-=~~~.;::,.,.=> 

5,510 70 3 10 
~·--=="'~=-:. =<»-=-=---~..~=-=~ 

2633 2.5 1.6 0 0 1.6 1015~ 8/1 
l.152 

0950=
2635 1.3 12.0 4.0 0 5.5 1200 8/2 6,834 70 3 10 

,~==---======--====--=-----=-=-=====-===-------=---------=-----------
0950= 8/22636 5.5 1.2 8.4 i'.2 6.0 1200 



( 

(TablG II. P.al'b@~ h'~@~y t1t -146th Continu~d) 

~-=-==-..==----~-.-,===r=-=~= 

SAMPLI I mRYSOTILE A.~BESt-OS 
~=~~-

f!:!J, =C~nt 

====~J!!t. _!,..% El1, 

2638 4~0 0 · 

~ "'~ 

2639 3.,0 0 
~==~=----<-=::l'"'~~ 

26,0 3.0 0 

-~ -

~RIOOLE GLASS UNKNOW 
ASRESTO~ f/1 PIBERS f/1 FIBERS f/1 

_Frw Cont Frwy Cont F,rwy Cont 

EM EM EH EM EM EM 

0 2.0 800 

0 0 L6 
~E 

0 0 1.s 
= c~~~~~~==~=-&•-=z=-====~------=---===--

16lil 1.. 2 1.0 0 0 · 7.0 ~ -o-~===-=-=~~= ~ 
~ -

2642 1..0 0 3o0 0 s.o 
~~~~~~~-=-==-----------~-

2643 1.0 0 0 0 1.3 

~--===~~....=--~=·~~-====~==~=----------- -~ ,.. 

2644 2.0 0 loO 0 4.3 

~ =======--~~--==--=---------------
2645 laO 0 0 0 s.o 

TIME DATE 

, "·~os- 8121337 . 

1355-8/2
1533 

1345- 8/2
1527 

0730= 

~..T.l~ - =·=-= ~a~,...,.~ 

f.RAFrIC WXNDi · 
mph

Nch f3f Av 
Moten: Speed V~l Db: 
Vehicles mph

-~~~~=-=r.,;.,.~~., 

...... 

5,974 73 0 U ' 

==.,. zv=t7\ -P=-.:=---====--==-=:,•~•--,,=--;_--c~ 

~11,700 70 s ~u 0\ 
0935 B/l 

0730~ 
0930 B/3 

Inc 
0938= 8/31135 

0932- 8/3
1130 

I 

70 · 5 14 
"=,=~=~=~------·=-==~~~ 

1138-8/3 6,016 70 5 141329 
~ 

1132=
2646 4o2 1..5 4.5 0 4.5 1320 8/3 

~ ·===-====-~=~~~--------=----~ 
1323- 8/32647 1.s o 1.5 0 10.0 6,764 73 9 271518 

~~~...~~---=~=~-=<=--'-="'::Z~~--=-==-~..,--_._;,-=-.~-"' 
~_:,=--.;,-~-->:t=- C - =--::c::=::r::a•=---=-----=-=-=--------------===== 



(Table II. Harbor, Fre~uay at 146th Continued) 

-:cr---r= :rm-c-~----==-.a~=:-~-==~-=,............~==-==·~=""' 

SAMPLE f} CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TRAFFIC WUID 
ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS f/i FIBERS f/1 mph==·=_ill No. of Av 

= Fr}'.?;L_ = Cont =-1'!-~. Cont Frwy Cont Frwy Cont Motor Speed Vel Dir 
Vehicles mphLM EM LM EM EM EM EM EM EM EM==~==--====--===----------------------==•=-=-===~==--=~--~-~~~-~~~,,"~~--~~ 

1331-2648 2.0 0 1.4 6 2.7 1526 8/3 

20 min-
0715- 8/42649 1.8 1.4 1.4 0 9.8 12,500 50 2 240915 rest= 

70 

2650 2.. 3 2,,5 0 0 30.0 0720- 8/4
0922 I 

h)~-====z~~-==-= ·=-==-----==--==-~-- -.l 

0919= 8/4 
I 

2651 2.7 0 0 0 6.5 lnc 3 241120 
-=~=- ~~=-----,.------~:=-~~~---------------=----=--=------- ·==-==-===~=,--,,---~~ 

. 0~25- 8/4. 2652 14el 0 1.0 2.0 6.3 1150 
~~=----=~-= --~===~=~==-=-~-~-~-----~-~-~-=== ~-=40-~~-=~-=-=~-~ 

2653 ,,. 1.4 4.0 0 0 1.3 0728= 
0930 

8/7 12 9 100 35 
reBt= 

10 

4 14 

2654 

2656 

2655 

l.~ 2. 7 

o.s 

1.8 

0 

0 

0724=0 0 1.4 0924 8/7 
=~~.....--=-~ 

0932- 8/70 0 a.o 6,700 70 4 14
1130

=======-==-==----=----•--==------~--------~•--=~--=-- -•~• c» 

0925= 8/70 0 0 1125 
=====--~~ --==== c,~•~...--~ -=- ---=--c:.·=-=--.-----::=.c=~=·--_,..~,..,. 



(T~ble II. H~rbo~ Fre~vay ~t 146th Continued) 

~~~ ==-~~~~-~---= ~~~~~u===-<il 

SAMPLE I CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TRAFP'IC wnm 
==- = f/1 ASBES,TI)_!._!/1 FIBERS f/1 ?IBERS fJJ. mph

No,. of Av 
~L _ = Con;=- Frwy ~ont Frwy Cont F~ Cont Motolf Speed Vel Dir. 

V@M,clet3 mph
LM EM J..M EM EM EM EM EM EM EM=~;==~-==~="-=~........---=..;.....-._,;;;...;-._~= 

0859- 8/82658 0 0 1.0 0 2.5 3 241051 
m.~~==-~"':.o~!i'=r--=-,..~~ =-==~•--==,;'-"'.."'==--"'=·=-=~-=----= 

0858- 8/82657 296 3.1 0 0 3.0 1043 
-=-~~~ ,e:,-- = ---=~==-"'=i= ==-"=~======~~="= 

1053-8/82659 2.2 0 1&6 0 13.0 S 241233 
~~~~~ = ~~~- ~~~~~~== 

~1046~ 8/82660 3.9 0 1.6 0 3.0 en
1225 9 

~..z::,'~~~...,.~~'""3"""~~~~m£"~~ • ~r.=-=• ™'-"!;'"~--==--------==-..::::==~ 

2661 Oe9 0 3.0 0 10.0 1015-8/9
1208 61,300 · 70 4 25 

~= -:n--=-=-- ::s,-n---= -=--=--~~ =====-=~~ ~~~~~=~~::;;=~~=-=--==-=-

2662 3,.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 S.6 1010-
1201 8/9 

~~~ ~ ===--r =~~=-=~=::--,,-==-;:=="' 



_________ _ 

Table III, San Diego Freeway at National 

~==~-~==~~-=~-~~~----------~ ~--=~~..,.,,,.....===--__._.,,.-~-"'.;;.t:"=...---Cr---~:,;i>~..a-a>-:.'tC'"CJI 

SAMPLE U CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TRAFFIC wnm 
~/1 ~ ASBESTOS f/1 FIRERS £/1 FIBERS f/1__ mphNo. of Av 
___!~ Cont: =~ Cont _rwy Cont__ Cont Speed Dit'Frwv _ _ Frwy Motor Vel 

Vehicles mphEM EM EM EM=,==,=•=LM;:;;;;;._~EM~~LM~-=~E~M~~~EM=-~EM~_ _;;;;;;~_;=---c...:..;.____;=.;;..__~~~--~· :=-~=~~ 

85 min=1350-2669 0.4 0 1.2 0 14.0 1600 8/ 28 15t200 56 4 26 
45 min= 
41 

,........,,.._--=_,_~~~~ 

1406-2670 1.3 0 1.3 0 6.0 1609 8/28 
=~~~.~..... ====-=-------------------------=-~~=~,-~~-~~==·" 

1603= 8/282671 0.6 le7 0 0 1.7 119800 54 4 261740 
I\) 
I 

=~ ===~ \0- I 

1611-8/282672 LS 1.5 1.5 0 1.5 1750 
-~~ ~=--=~- -- -===--=-======~=.,~-•=~=a~~ 

·1258- 8/302673 1.1 1 .. 5 4.. 5 0 3.0 14~000 571505 
-~~~-= ==- ~~===--.c:-.,r;,;,,~~==~= 

1305= 8/30,.2,674 0.9 0 lo2 0 5,0 
1515 

~c=-~ -=~~=-=== - 80 min~~ ·~ ~- · 
1508-8/302675 0.5 0 1.3 0 2.5 14,600 42 --- ---1705 45 min-

56 
Av~ 47 

·====--~~==--===·=-==--------------==--=-=---------=-~ 
1517-8/302676 0.9 0 1.4 1.4 1.4 1715 

~-=-======-==-==-====== 



(Tgbl~ III. Sm! Di®go Freeway st National Continued) 

~======~~---=.,~=-.,.--=-~=~ ~=--,,,~~~=~~~==-=-

SAltPLE I CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE TRAFFIC WIND 
,__,= 4 fLL==== ASBESTOS f /1. FI~ERS f /1 FIBERS f /1 mphNo. of Av 

-~Frwy ====~nt -~ ---· F,_!_wy Cont Frwy Cont Fr.w7- Cont Motor Speed Vel Dir 
Vehicles mph

LM EM Uf EM EM EM EM EM EM EM 

2677 o.s 1.4 0 1.4 0 OBOQ= 9/6 14\1400 49 2 11
0954 · 

-=.,,-~~ ~ -~ ~~~- -

0815- 9/62678 .2 •. 1 0 ~0 0 0 1001 . 
m== =·-==~-"""~~~~=~= --------------=•=--~=-=~ ~-~==-==. 

1056-2679 2o0 0 0 0 3.0 6,102 49 2 11l;l.05 9/6 
=-==..,,i::::t-e===---=---==-== --~ ~~ - I1003-~1159 9/6 -=~"•=-~- ....,

2.680 l~O 0 3o0 0 0 0 
I 

==-~o.~~===_,---~=--=--"'---~~~~ -----=,e_1==..e-===-=- ---------=-=--=----~.e:.-;a·.,,~=-=:= 
2681 o.s 1.,4 0 0 3.0 0810- 9/11 15,000 55 4 26

1007 
~==~~ =~~= - -----------------=-,,,=====-•~,~~~==~~~ 

0822= 9/112682 o.s 0 1.,5 0 0 1012 
=~~~ ,... 

2683 o.s 0 0 0 0 1008-9/11 12,000 54 4 261200 
~~-====~~~---~--- ~== .,_=====~~==~-., 

1014=2684 1.4 0 0 0 6.0 1209 9/11 
=====--==---·-=--=---------=--=---=-------=-~=~~~ -=-~-~~-·~-·--·-·-



Table IV. San Diego Freeway at 122nd 

~ ~-·· -.=r--==---=·=~........=-===~...--t,:>::-=::, ,;.acr.n.i::a=~~~~.e,-.=,"1=-1.r=-~-=-==-:c-,-.,e-~=== =· 

SAMPLE () CHRYSOTU,E ASBESTOS AMFHIBOLE GLASS UN1<NOWN TIME DATE TRAFFIC WIND 
ASBESTOS f/1 FI!lERS f/1 FIBERS f/1 mph~-~· No. of Av 

~F~~Cont 

LM EM LM EM 
--- Frwy 

EM 

_Cont 

EM 

Frwy 

EM 

Cont 

EM 

Frwy 

EM 

Cont 

EM 

Motor 
Vehiclee 

Speed Vel Dir 
mph 
~~=~~=~~= 

2685 1.6 1.5 
-~..--.---

0 0 17.0 0936- 9/26
1129 · 

. 
9,800 

--
66 3 13 
~~=-=-=....,,=-a 

2686 -1.1 0 1.6 0 27.0 0957- 9/26
1141 

~~- - ~•=,,==-c-,.-~~~.r~c•=---=-____,.,., 

2687 1.0 0 0 0 1.3 1131= 9/26
1326 8,900 69 3 13 

~:a.,.;:,,~.....,_m.....: 

2688 

=~ ~-

1.5 0 0 0 9.0 

-~~~~------~~~--"""=-=--"' 

1144-9/26
1337 

I w 
I-" 
I 

~~~ =-= ~ ~~ 

2689 

2690 

1.4 0 

-~ == 

le3 0 3.0 0858= 9/27
1057 12,400 68 

............~-
3 

== 

6 

~,.,,.....-"'="'""-"' 

,., 

2691 0.4 --= 1101-9/27
1307 

~~~~===""""'"'":,q::=.~=~ 

=~ K.!!OG,oo.,a, 3 6 

~~ 

2692 
~=~=-==----==-~ 

2693 1.4 0 0 0 18.0 1310- 9/27
1440 7,385 70 11 24 

_.,.,..~..a,-=-· 

2694 

-
0.5 0 0 1.6 11.0 1302-9/27

1445 



(Table IV. S~ Di~go Freew~y-~t 122nd Continued) 

~~==~-.o=-...;c-Jto=...e-===----='="-~--=~"'-= -.-,;r:;:,.~r..........:::·-==---=~'-'-"'~''V 

SAMPLE# CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE - : · - TRAFJ?IC WUID 
- .. 

mph=~~·~~~/.J_~--=~---ASBES_19S f /1 FIBERS f /1 FIBERS _fll 
~ 

No. of Av 
Frt<!)'=~~.2!1t -~~~ Cont Frwy Cont Frwy Cont= Motor Speed Vel. Di~ 

Vehicl~e mph
~=-~-L=M~ EM W EM EM EM EM EM EM EM 

1134-9/282695 0.6 0 3.6 1.8 0 7,400 69 3 JL21309 · 
....,.___....,....,._rn.ea.;,~ = -~ ~ =~........,......,.~--,-,.,~=~-

2696 .1.0 0 0 0 0 1127- 9/28
1318 

..,,,_,;;:-~---==="'=>--~---~~--=•~ ~~u,--..-a---=:--__,........c.,.=--.=.,,.,..==-~---...r=• 

2697 

~--' ==~ 

2698 

0.6 
::a:1=:e::sn 

2.0 
=~~ 

2.0 9.0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6.0 

4.0 

1313= 9/28
1_443 

1322-9/28
1455 

8,000 67 12 24 
- =-~~~~...-=,..--::r=c,,:,:i.=-<"..,,.---.=-= 

I w 
f\) 
I 

=r=~~~=·.=~--===,.:.,:.;;,,~.r-~= == -~--"""-=:,,c.--.-cc~-~~~-~ ,.~,r""""'•~~ 

2699 L2 0 1$8 0 0 0816= 9/29
0955 

== l!!!J""-"ll..9 2 12 
===~-== ~ = -= ""~ ~ ~~~=..-=-~-....-~~~-=-=··=--_.. 

2700 1.4 0 1.4 0 17.0 0805- 9-/29
1003 

===== ... =..,,.,_....,~~ ---=~...,--<=17"'=""~"'=:.=;..,=, 

2701 le3 0 0 0 1.0 1000= 9/29
1133 -= === 2 12 

tr=.=-~ ~ -=-----==-• ....... -'"-"'--'i' =·••c.-=------------= 

1007-2702 1.2 0 1 .. 8 0 5.0 91291143 
-=---==1=~e. - .. ~=~=-.:,.=.=~ 

0651- 10/5 SDO,,,~2501 1.5 3o0 3.0 0 9.0 16p300 57 20845 
-:c;c,.-=~=~--· 

0639- 10/52500 1.0 0 6.0 0 0 0838 
-~-~----=-=c.=1-=

~~~~=-



(Table IV. Sm1 Diego Freew~y at 122nd Continued) 

==-====-------------=------=-==~===-=---=-===s--==--...---~--===-= 
SAMPLE# CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS · UNKNOWN TIME DATE ~-TRA'FFXC WIND 

--·- ~-Jfl __~~~·- _ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS f/1 _ FIBERS f /1 mphNo. of Av 
__l.rwy___ ~ -~ .frwy Cont Frwy Cont Frwy Cont Motor. Speed Vel Dir 

~= _J.,M EM I.M EM EM E~ EM EM EM EM Vehicles mph 

0846=2503 1.0 0 3.0 0 4.0 66 3 30 
=-----=------=---~-=- '1044 l0/5 11,800

0840 --~---=~~--~~-~~-,-~"-

2502 l..4 0 0 0 4.0 1038= lO/S

~==-~--==-:======-=="===~~~---------------------~-----====-==-====-
1044-10/52505 1.3 1.3 7.0 0 0 9,800 69 3 301243 

"=-==-==~==-...,.,...-~,:.._~=~--
t 

1040= 10/52504 l.GO 0 0 0 l.S w 
1237 

w 
I 

~~~===-==---==:,e==~-= ~=-= ==~i:- = . ..=..,.__.cn::::-c-.-~c, 

1245= 10/52507 1.3 lo3 1.3 0 L3 9D40Q 70 9 25 -1441 
.... ---==,c.,----==--=-=-=~==~~ 

1239-10/52506 2o0 lo5 1.5 0 1.5 1434 
~,._e,;o,--=,~ ,., 

0655= 10/6 2 3ll.2509 1.3 0 8.0 0 4.0 0825 

0643- 10/62508 l.2 7.2 4.0 0 0 0818 
~-====~~===~=~-----====---~---~=~~~~==-=~~~=-=-==·-~-·=•-~-=·~=-- --~ ~-

0826= 10/62511 0.5 0 10.0 3.0 0 3 21
1013 

~=a, ~=.=cl,,,,.,==_rL~-•-=t;,r. ==~r--~~-

0820= 10/62510 0 • .5 0. 3~0 0 3.0 1006 
-~~-=~-~~==~==~~=~~=~---~-~-~------~~-----=--~---



- -

( 

('l'mbl~ IV. 5cm Diego Freew~y at 122nd Continued) 

=.;---=--==---==-........---~~==-==x.--~---=-~• =-=----~~- ~~-~=-=-=~= 

SAMPLE 11 CHRYSOTILE ASBESTOS AMPHIBOLE GLASS UNKNOWN TIME DATE · : TRAF.FIC WIND 
f/1 ASBESTOS f/1 FIBERS f/1 FIBERS f/1 mphNo. of Av 

F~ Cont Jr'!!Y. Cont Frwy Cont Frwy Cont Motor Speed Vel Dir 
Vehicles mphLM EM LH EM EM EM EM EM EM EM 

~~~.-~~ = ,_ =- -~-------------------F=•-=-=--~-=-=~~ 
1015-10/62513 L7 0 0 4.0 0 3 211150 

===~~~ 

2512 1.7 0 2.0 0 0 1008- 10/6 ~===---~1145 -==· 
•..,.. :::r:=- ~ -= =-== =~--~~ 

2515 lol 0 0 0 4.0 0709= 10/10 14,000 59 2 30850 
====e;-~~-=.,,.- m --==~~ 

t 
0657= 10/102514 0 3.0 2o0 0 3.0 

w 
~ 

0843 I 
e:..n.c,;.:.,; •·=- -~..==-c,~===-...,,=_,,_~ =---------------------------,-~_...:..._., i-..,,_....,---,=-=-=c~~=--= 

2523 1.1 0 0 2,0 4.0 0654= 10/11 14,000 52 2 120834 
~~===z:=-~~ 

2522 1.7 0 o. 0 4.0 
=~-~~= 0642=
DOONTOWN -~· 0827 10/11 ---~~...,..--=--~--="~-"'...-==t:n=•s<-b 

LA CONT 

0838= 10/262538 8.0 1.4 4o0 1.0 ·l.O 1030 
-- "~=---==--==·--------=---=----==------------~=-=-""-=-===,~=~~~=" ~ 
1031-10/262539 1.3 0 3.0 1.0 1.0 1235 

·=====,~ -~--==------=--=-------------...----------
· 1236= 10/262540 1.0 0 0 3.0 3.0 1430 
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/ .,' :,,1/ 

'-, ..- 1··-' 

'fable v. Cn!l:sotile Asbe~tos ~ ·Glass and Unknc....-n Fibers in Junbient it.ir 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE LIGHT MICROSCOPE 

SAMPLE GLASS ASBESTOS U'NKNOW"'ri GLASS ASBESTOS UNKNO'f,a"'N 
{fll~ {fll} 

San .Jose 1 .. 3 0 1 • .5 2.0 3.5 5.0 
San Jose 1..6 0 1.7 2.0 1.6 2.0 
San Jose 1 .. 2 0.9 L2 Oo5 2.2 5.0 
San Jose 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.4 2.9 4.0 

Space Sciences L~b. 3.0 0 13l.O LO 0.9 0.4 
Space Sciences Lab. 0 0 1.0 0.02 0.2 0.1 
Space Sciences Lab. 0 .. 04 (b 0~1 No Data 
S:eace Sciences Lab. 0 0 3.0 0.5 0.50 2.0 

Earl Warren Hall 0.35 0.01 0.1 0.7 1..3 2 .. 0 
Earl Warren Hall 2.0 0.16 2 .. 0 3.0 1.2 2.0 
Earl Warren Hall 2.0 0 0.7 8.,0 1.8 2.0 
Earl Warren Hall 2.0 0 o.s 2.0 1.2 4.0 
Earl Warren Hall 1 .. 0 1.9 3.0 6.0 4.0 2 .. 0 
Earl Warren Hall 1..0 2 .. 0 0.6 2."0 2.1 ·4.0 
Earl Warren Hall 2.0 3.2 4.0 7.0 4.0 s.o 

·Earl Warren Hall 3.0 1.75 4_.o 3.0 1.3 4.0 
Earl Warren Hall 0 1.5 2.0 4.0 3.2 0.6 
Earl Warren Hall 2.0 2.4 4.0 7.0 1.8 0.6 
Earl Warren. Hall 0 .. 3. 1.0 loO 1.0 0.6 0 
Earl Warren Hall 1 .. 0 1.4 i".o 9.0 2.2 3.0 
Earl Warreri, Hall 1.0 1.0 · 3.0 10.0 1.8 2 .. 0 
Earl Warren Hall 1.0 0 1.0 5.0 l.;8 0:2 
Earl Warren Hall 0.3 0.03 0.2 0.2 0 0.1 
Earl Warren Hall 0 0 3.0 0.1 0 0.1 
Earl Warren Hall 0 .. 7 0 3.. 0 0 0 0 

Car 16 238.0 238.0 1190.. 0 308.0 692 .. 0 0.2 
Car #8 0 0 242 .. 0 Ool 0 0.4 
Car 19 0 0 163..0 0 0 o.04 
Car 110 0 2 i21.o 0 028 0.03 

Air Resources Board (L&Ao) 0 0 48.0 8.0 5.7 119.0 
Air Resources Board (Lu\c) 4o0 0 so.o 7.0 2.4 109.0 
Air Resou~ces Board OuAo} 0 ij 13.,0 2 .. 0 0 19.0 

Latimer Ball @ 0 5 .. 0 Cl .. 1 Oo2 0 .. 3 
Latimtrr Hall 0 0 ll.. O Ou6 2 .. 6 0.6 
L~tmer Hell 0 0 5.,0 0 .. 1 0.3 0.3 
L&timmelt:' Hall 0 .. 2 0 ·J.. O Oo2 0 1 3 0!!... 

!<iolaeul~r ~iology tab. 0 0 0 2~0 1.. 5 3.0 
i'->fDle~ular Biologz Lab. 0.4 0.2 2.0 Oe5 LO 0.3 

White 'Mountain o.. 04 0..1 o.. s 0 .. 1 0 .. 2 · 0 
White Mountain 0.1 0.02 0 .. 3 0.8 0.10 0.1 
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Table Vlo Chrysotile Fiber Concentrations-LoA. heeway Loop 

Average Fibe1e \R.;.mges Fiber 
Concentration, {f/1) Concentration, (f/1)Location 
Freeway Control Freeway Control 

- Santa Monica@ 4th O.i 0 - 5 O - 3 

Harbor@ 146th 1 .. 6 1.1 0 - 12 0 - 4 

San Diego@ National 0.8 0.,2 0 - 2 0 - LS 

San Diego@ 122nd 0.9 O - 3 0 - 9 

Composite 0.9 * 0.8** 0 - 12 O - 9 

* 2.7 X 10-S µgm/1 
Fiber Mass Concentration: 

**4.3 X 10-S µgm/1 

Table VII. Comparison of Average Chrysotile Concentrati.ons~ 
(f/1), Between L.A. Area and S.F. Bay Area by EM and LM 

L.A. 
'freeway 

- Freewaxs 

Control 

Bay Area 

Ambient* 

EM LM EM: LM EM l.M 

(f/1) 0.9 1.,2 0.,8 2 .. 4 o.s 1 .. 5 

No. s~.nrples - 60 60 53 Sl 38 

~ 
Fiber Concentration Range: 0 - 3 f/1 fll1 

0 - 10 f/i LM 
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Table VIII. Chrysotile Fiber Size 
Distribution of Composites by Electron Microscope 

'L.A. Freeway L.A. Control 

Fiber Number Fiber Size Fiber Number Fiber Size 
D x i.. 2 (µm) D x (um)L2 

2 0.03 X 5 l 0.03 X 10 

2 0.03 X 10 4 0.1 X 5 

l 0.03 X 12 l Oel X 10 

1 0.03 X 15 1 Oa2 X 5 

2 0.1 :x 5 2 0.2 X 10 

5 0 .. 2 X 5 1 0.2 X 30 

2 0.2 X 10 3 0.3 X 5 

1 0.2 X 40 3 0.5 X 5 

2 0.3 X 5 2 -0.7 X 5 

1 0.3 X 20 1 0.1 X 15 

1 0.3 X 25 1 0.7 X 20 

2 0.5 X 5 2 l X 5 

4 o.s x 10 2 l X 10 

1 0.5 X 20 1 1 X 15 

1 0.7 X 10 1 1.5 X 10 

1 0.7 X 15 2 3 X 10 

1 1 X 10 1 5 X 20 

1 l X 15 29 

2 1 X 20 

l 1 :at 30 

l l X 60 

1 1.5 :it 5 

l 1.5 X 20 

1 1.S x 25 

1 3- x 30 

39 
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Table VIII(A). Chrysotile Fiber Size Distribution 
of Composite by Electron Microscopy (Continued) 

Ambient Air - Bay Area Cities (diameters only) 

Fiber Number Fiber Diameter (l,llm) 

46 .03 

16 Ool 

7 Oo2 

8 Oo:3 

7 o.s 

1 0.6 

0 0.7 

1 1.0 

2 l.S . 
1 2.0 

1 3.0 



Table IX. Distribution of Fiber Types in Composites 
~m 

=~===~=====~==~~-~~-------~~--~=~-~=~~==~-~~=--

==== ··= ~~~ Freeway ControL~==~=,,=-=-=-~ 

Ch_eysotile Amphibole Glass Unknown Total Chrysoti~ Amphib.9le £~~~--1£~Cm 

Nimb~r of 39fil 29*"52 20 158 269 41 11 156 237Fibet's 

=--=~=~===~====~=~~~--=~-------------~~='-~--~-~~=- ~~-~~ 

% 14.5 19.3 7.4 58.S 100.0 12o2 17.3 4.6 65.9 100.0 

= ..=~====--==-""=== ------------------------------=====•=--=-==~~=--~~=-----Fiber. 
Conc~ntratioo 0.9 1.. 2 o.s 3.7 6.2 0.8 1.2 0.3 4.5 6.5 

(f/1) 
I 

~~...,~ ,.... =™"'...........,....,,... ~ -e ·~~~===-~=---= ~ 

I 

* 15.4% Fibrils 

*~ -
3.4% Fibrils 

Total Asbestos Fibe~ Concentrations (f/1) 

.,. Compoaite@ of Concentrations of Amphibole Asbestos (f/1) and-Cheysotile Asbeotoe (f/1) 

Freeway Control ~·· 

2.1 2.0 



---

Table X. Statistical Testing of Measured Differences at 95% Confidence Level
=~==-~=~~--~-~~------~="-=-~~~=·~-~=~·~--=-·--

Corup&red Meru,iurementa Average 
Conclusion(f/1) Difference Interval 

EM Freeway - EM Control -1.084 ~ d ~ 0.014 No Statistically Significant Difference 

LM Freewmy = LM Control -le976 ~ d ~ -0.694 Control Statistically, Significantly Higher 

LM Freeway - EM Freeway -0.327 ~ d .5_ Oe743 No Statistically Significant Diffe~encc 

~U.l Control= EM Control o.sss ~cf~ 2.336 LM Results Statistically, Significantly High0r 0 ' 
=--===~..==---<--=< a,- --....-,-------==~~~~~----==-~~~==------=== I 

- Edd "" N'' where: d m d:1fference in measurements 9 f /1 

N s number of measurements 

,,, 

6.., f{d2 
) = {EdJ.: 
N = l 

int~t>Vttle "" d ± 1.96 ...JL • If O is contained within the inteNale, there ie no significant 
N difference in the distributions. 



- -
- -
- -

- -

Table XI. Confidence Intervals of 
Fiber Counts, Calculated fo~ Poisson 

Parameters at the 90% Confidence Level 

LOYER UPPER· 
LIMIT l LIMIT 

0 < .. l < 1.7 

aOl < ~2 < 2.1 

002 ~ .3 < :L4 

.03 < .4 < 2.7 

.. 05 ~ .5 < 2.9 

.07 < .6 < 3 .. 2 · 

.1 < .1 < 3.4-

.2 <- 1.0 < 4-
0.5 < 2.0 < 5.8-
1 < 3.0 < 7.5-
2.1 < 5.0 < 10.5-
5.4 < 10.0 < 17.3-

82 < 100.0 < 121-
174 < 200 < 229 

267.3 < 300 < 336 

457.3 < 500 < 546 

553 < 600 < 650-
649 < 700 < 754 

745 < 800 < 858-
939 < 1000 < 1064 

X + 2 - 2 "X + 1 < A < (X + 1) + 2 VX 

where: X""' ). 

and: l • the number of fibers (f/1) measured 



Table XII. Glass Fiber Concentration -
L.A. Freeway Loop by Ui and EM 

Ave:rag<i:! Fiber Average Fiber 
Concentration, (f/1) Concentration, (f/1) 

Location P'reeYa:v Control 

Santa Monica@ 4-th 

Harbor@ 146th 

San Diego @National 

San Diego @122nd 

Composite 

LM 

o7 

LO 

.3 

1.2 

0.8 

KM 

0.9 

Ocl 

0~2 

0.6 

o.s 

LM. 

~6 

,. 7 

.. 4 

LO 

EM 

0 .. 4 

0.5 

Oe2 

0.1 

0.7 0.3 

Table XIII. Comparison of Average Glass Fiber Concentration, 
(f/1), Between L.A. Area and S.F. Ray Area by LM and EM 

L.A. - Freewa::z:s BaI Area 

Freeway Control Ambient 

LM EK LM EM LM EM 

(f/1) o.a o.s 0.7 0 .. 3 2.5 0$3 

No. Samples 60 60 50 49 38 39 



Teble XIV. Concentrations of Glass Fibers (f/1) in 
L.A. Freeway Loop; Freeway and Control Samples by LM. 

l I'
@ 4th Ave @ 146th St ! @ NATIONAL I 122nd I L.A. CONTROLS 

Sample F I1SampleSample F · SampleCont'Sample FCont ContConti Frwy ContN rwyNo. rwy No. rwy . No. 

I 
No. o. 

Ii2600 LO 2625 2.0 .s2669 LO 2685 0.5 2538 
2601 0.5 2626 .9 
2602 1.0 

2.0 2670 o.9 ! 2686 1.0 I 2539 
1..02628 o.s ' 2671 0.6 2687 o.s 2540 

2603 .5 2627 0.5 I 2672 o.. o 2688 o.o 1 
2604 0.5 2632 0.4 2673 o.o 2689 o.s 
2605 o.o 

I
2631 o.s 2674 0.5 2690 -1

I2606 o.s 2634 1.0 2675 o.s I 2691 o.o 
2607 0.0 2633 26760.0 0.5 2692 
2608 o.o 2635 0.9 2677 o.o 2693 1.0 
2609 o.o 2636 26781.0 1.-0 2694 
2610 0.5 2638 .. 6 2679 o.o 2695 0.0 
2611 1.0 2639 2.0 2680 o.o 2696 
2612 1.0 2640 2.0 2681 0.5 2697 0.6 
2613 0.6 2641 o.o 2682 0.5 2698 
2614 0.6 2642 ... o.o 2683 o.o 2699 1.0 
2615 2643 o.s0.5 2684 o.. o 2700 
2616 o.s 2644 2701 1.01.0 I2617 o.o 
2618 
2619 o.s 
2620 1.0 
2621 
2622 LO 
2623 1.0 
2624 

SANT".n. MONICA• .HARBOR SAN DIEGO- SAN DIEGO DOWNTOWN 

2645 1.0 
0.5 2646 1.0 

2647 1.5 
2648 0.5 

1.0 2649 0.5 
2650 0.5 
2651 0.5 

0.4 2652 0.. 8 
2653 0.9 
2654 leO 
2656 0.9 
2655 o.o 
2658 0.4 

o.o2657 
2659 1.7 
2660 

I 
1 .. 0 

2661 1.5 
1.,02662 

i 

2702 
2501 LO 
2500 
2503 1.5 
2502 
2505 1.0 
2504 
2507 2.0 

.2506 
2509 2.0 

i 2508 
2511 2.0 
2510 
2.513 3.0 
2512 
2515 2e0 
2514 
2523 2.0 

! I i 2522 

-
o.s 

0.5 

0.6 

0.5 . 

0.6 

2.0 

0~5 

1.5 

o.s 

2~0 

1.0 

2.0 I 
2.0 I 
1.0 I 
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· Table XYo 'lm.kn~-n Fiber Co~centr&tion~ - L.A. 
Freeway Loop and Bay Area Ambient Air by EM 

Average Fiber Concentration (f/1) 
Location Freeway Control 

Santa Monica@ 4th 2 2 

BaTbor@ 146th 6 8 

San Diego@ National 3 

San Diego@ 122nd s 

Composite s 

Bay Area Ambient Air Excluding Car Noa. Including Car Nos. 
6, s, 9, 10 . 6, 8, 9, 10 

6 51 

It 



Table XVI" Collection Efficiency of 0.8 m Nuclepore 
Filter for Chrysotile Asbestos Fibrils and Small Bundles 

Asbestos Fibers Collected 

< 0.1 x 4 < 0.1 X 15 

First Filtration (O.Sl,Jm NP) 14 50 

Second Filtration (0.2µm NP) * 9 9 

% Efficiency · :t Passed 

For Fibrils < 0.1 x 4 14/14 + 9 • 61% 39% 

For Fibrils .::_ 0.1 x 15 50/50 + 9 • 85% 15% 

*Assumed Collection Efficiency of 100% 
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DISCUSSION A.L~D CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of chrysotile asbestos 

The major conclusions that can be drawn from this study are: l) The 

concentration of chrysotile asbestos in air sampled on the four Los Angeles 

freeway loop sites and analysed by electron microscopy is low, in the range 

of O f/1 to 12f/l. 2) The chrysotile asbestos fiber concentrations in the 

matched upwind ambient air controls at the four sites is also low O f/1 to 

9 f/1 and do not differ statisticaJ.ly" from the chrysotile asbestos concen

trations in freeway samples as measured by a paired difference t test~ 

shown in table X. 3) The average of the chrysotile asbestos concentration 

in the Los Angeles ambient air control samples (1972) do not differ signifi

cantly from the average of the concentrations in ambient air sampled in 

1970 in the San Francisco Bay area, other California citiest and on top of 

White Mountain~ Calif. (range O f/1 to 3 f/1). 4) There was no correla

tion of the chrysotile asbestos fiber concentrations found in the freewa:y 

samples with the number or speed of the motor vehicles passing the sites 

during the sampling periods. 5) There was no correlation of the chrysotile 

asbestos concentration in the freewey samples with wind direction or velocity. 

The data on which these conclusions were based are shown in Tables I-IV 

which contain the chrysotile asbestos fiber count for the individual freevey 

and upwind ambient air control samples~ sampling times, the motor vehicle 

volume and speed for each freeva;y sample (if available), and the wind 

direction and velocity. Table V contains the data for the chrysotile asbestos 

fiber concentration in ambient air sampled in the San Francisco Ba;y Area and 

https://statisticaJ.ly
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other areas. Table VI contains the chrysotile asbestos concentration 

averages and ranges of the Los Angeles freeway and control samples, analysed 

by electron microscopy, from data in Tables I-IV excluding the first 9 

samples (eight of which were obtained at the Santa Monica treewa::, site and 

one from the Bay Bridge toll plaza). These samples vili be discussed 

separately. The data from the remainder of -the freeway and control samples, 

analysed by both electron microscopy (EM) and light microscopy (LM), start..: 

ing with samples number 2600 are arranged in matched pairs, freeway: control 

i.e. the freewa;y and control samples were ta.ken during the same time inter

vals and at the same time. Tvo or more freewey samples were taken for one 

control sample at the Santa Monica f'reewa;y site. The average of the chryso

tile asbestos fiber concentrations of the multiple freeway samples were used 

to match their control samples. Table VII is a comparis_on of the averages 

of the chrysotile asbestos fiber concentrations (f/1) by EM and LM between 

the Los Angeles upwind ambient air controls and the ambient air samples from 

the San Francisco Bay Area 9 and other areas in California. 

Using the data, chrysotile asbestos concentration (f/1) from the matched 

pair data in Tables I-IV a paired difference t test (ll) was applied to deter

mine statistically significant differences between chrysotile asbestos fiber 

concentrations in the freewey samples vs. control samples as analysed by 

EM and LM. The test was also applied to LM Freeway vs. EM Freew9¥ and LM 

control vs. EM control. The results and method are summarized in Table X. 

This test showed no statistically significant difference between the matched 

pair samples: f'reewey EM vs. control EM or freeway· LM: vs. freeway EM. A · 
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statistically significant difference was found in the matched pairs, LM 

freeway vs. LiV! control, and in the pairs~ L.'vl control vs. EM controls. The 

LM controls values s..re significantly higher statistically. The statisti-

cally hig..~er differences by light microscopy analysis in the last two cases 

can be best explained by a discussion of some of the difference in the tvo 

methods of analysis. For environmental samples, quanti~ative data obtained 

by light microscopy is not as reliable as that obtained by electron micros

copy. Due to the higher resolution and magnification of the electron :micro

scope as well as the capability of obtaining electron diffraction patterns, 

identification of fibers is more accurate than by light microscopy. Single 

chrysotile asbestos fibers and bundles under 0. 5 - • 8µm diameter can be 

resolved by electron microscopy but not by LM. There were groups of fibers 

in a rosette pattern seen by electron microscopy in both freeway and control 

samples at the Harbor freeway and the tvo San Die.go freeway sites. These 

fiber 'bundles' are occasionally fairly large and are not chrysotile asbestos 

but could be counted as such vith the light microscope. Plates I, II, III, IV 

and V are electron micrographs (6000X mag) of some of these rosette like fiber· 

bundles. 

Another statistical test for the reliability of the chrysotile asbestos 

fiber counts are confidence intervals calculated for the fiber counts for 

Poisson para.meters at the 90% confidence limit. A large number of asbestos 

fiber counts, 20 fiel.ds each from environmental and work environment samples 

that were transferred to Nuclepore filters from a solvent~ for electron 

microscopy were combined a.nd the distribution of the fibers on the filters 

was tested for Poisson distribution. The distribution was found to be 
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. ( 12)Poisson . The confidence intervals would also apply to counts by IJ,; 

provided the distribution of the fibers on the filter (t-Iillipore used for 

the initial sanpling was Poisson. There is evidence that the distribu-

tion is not Poisson. If not the distribution is Poisson, the counting error 

would be indeterminate but probably greater than determined for the fibers 

on the Nuclepore filters. Table XI contains the formula used for calcula-

ting the confidence intervals, and the confidence intervals for several 

fiber counts (A). Table VII shows the average chrysotile asbestos fiber 

counts for the Los Angeles freeway and control samples as well as for the 

Bay Area ambient air samples. Any of the observed differences that can 

be constructed from these results are consistent with counting error alone. 
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Cn;:;:,-sotile Asbestos Fibers from brake linings 

There was one exception to the low concentration of chrysotile asbestos 

I 

fibers found in the matched pairs of freeway and control samples for all the 

sites. Among the first few samples obtained from the Santa Monica freewa¥ 

site one sample (2001) had a. relatively high concentration of chrysotile 

asbestos, 98 f /1. The sample was obtained at the end of the morning rush 

hour, from 0850 hours to 1100 hours, March 23, 1972. The traffic was heavy 

and moving fast for the first hour ( 70 mph) , then slOW"ed down to 20 mph for 

one hour. The wind va.s light, 3 mph and f'rom the west. 

The appearance of the fibers in the electron microscope of this sample 

was quite different from that of fibers usually found in ambient air. Most 

of the fiber bundles or fibrils were attached to or sticking out~ many in 

tangles or clumps, from irregular electron-dense.particles 5-15µ in diameter. 

There were also single fibrils and bundles. These particles melted (became 

spherical) in a very high intensity elecrron beam and could well have been 

rubber particles from brake linings. Many brands of brake linings contain 

ground-up used rubber tires along with asbestos and other materials. The 

fibers looked swollen; many fibers had debris ~long their edges and could 

not be i_dentified by morphology alone. The chrysotile asbestos could have 

been altered by heat end/or friction as shown.-by the electron diffraction 

patterns. Electron diffraction patterns of the :fiber tangles and some 

bundles were observed long enough for identification but the patterns faded 

out in the electron beam (moderate intensity) .in a few seconds and could not 

be photographed. The crystalline structure of undamaged chrysotile asbestos 

fibers is not severely dam.a~ed by the electron beam; so the electron 
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diffraction pattern will persist for many seconds in a high intensity electron 

beam and can be photographed. Plates VI-IX are electron micrographs of 

asbestos fibers found in sample 2001 (Santa Monica freeway). Plate VI is a 

micrograph at 6000X magni~ication of a particle with a tangle of asbestos 

fibers. Plate VII is a. micrograph at 60,000X magnification of some of the 

fibers seen in plate V1. Plate VIII is a particle vith a chrysotile asbestos 

bundle sticking out. Plate IX shows a. small chrysotile asbestos bundle at 

60000X magnification. The concentration of the chrysotile fibers had dropped. 

within about an hour to 22~5 f/1 (3 clumps/1) in a 100 minute sampling period 

(sample 2002). By evening the concentration va.s 6 f/1(1 clump/l)~(sample 2003), 

and in a 120-minute sampling period the next morning (sample 2004) there were 

no asbestos fibers seen even though there was a traffic jam, with heavy traffic 

at slov speed. Large particles vill not remain airborne for a significant 

length of time~ vhich could explain the decrease _in the .number of clumps 

(particles with chrysotile asbestos attached) from 16 clumps/1 to 1 clump/1 
. . 

in a period of 13 hours. Plate X is a micrograph at 6ooox magnification of 

an asbestos bundle (2.5µ X 35µ) in a freew,q sample obtained at the Harbor @ 

146th Street site. This may or D18if not be from a brake lining. 

The best explanation for the source and i~creased concentration of chryso

tile asbestos fibers and their association vith particles in samples numbered 

2001 ~ 2002 and 2003 is that the fibers were from brake linings released into 

the air by sudden stopping of a few or several motor vehicles downwind ~om 

the sampling site. The fibers appear to be damaged by heat and/or friction. 

A few clumps were seen at other freewa;y sites~ The level of asbestos fiber 

concentrations found in these 3 samples were not found in the other samples 

from the freeWSiYS because the occurrence of sudden stopping or panic braking 
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of motor vehicles is rare on the freeweys. Another factor is that the Santa 

Monica freeway at the 4th Street pedestrian overcross lies in an east-west 

direction and the prevailing wind is from the west, so that an event down

wind from the sampling site could affect the sampling site. At other sites, 

this prevailing wind was at right angles to the freeway. The release of 

chrysotile fiber into the air from panic stops simulated in a dynometer was 

reported by Lynch ( 4 ) who investigated asbestos released into air in experi

ments using brake linings in a dynamometer. Most of the asbestos was 

destroyed by heat and grinding, transferred into forsterite·which is not 

fibrous and has shown no biological effects in limited animal experiments. 

Very little chrysotile asbestos is found in the brake vear debris found in 

brake drums. 

One sample was obtained, 3/9/72, at the San Francisco Bay Bridge toll 

plaza by Thomas Cahill of U. C. Davis. The concentration of chrysotile 

asbestos in this sample was low (1.4 f/1). During the sampling period 11,500 

motor vehicles went through 17 toll booths. Over 85% of the motor vehicles 

stopped at the toll booths so that there was a considerable amount of braking 

in the vicinity of the sampling site but only a small concentration of 

asbestos in the air. 

The only finding of a relatively high concentration of chrysotile 

asbestos, 238 f /1, in BEiiY Area ambient air vas a sample taken downwind from 

an asbestos source (car #6 in Table V), an open dump in the East Bay, which 

at the time was used by a manufacturer of asbestos products. This estimate 

was based on a very small sample of air. 
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Size Distribution of Chrysotile Asbestos 

The diameter and length of the cbrysotile asbestos fibers counted were 

measured during the counting procedures using the electron microscope. A 

single fibril was assumed to have a diameter of O.03µm.. Table VIII con

tains the fiber size distribution (by electron microscopy) of composites of 

the Los Angeles freeway and control samples (diameter and length) and Table 

VIIIA contains the diameters of the composite of the Bay Area and other 

cities ambient air samples. Using the fiber diameter distributions from 

Tables VIII and VIIIA the cumulative percentages at given diameters were 

determined and are shown graphically in Figure 6. The geometric mean dia

meter or both the freewa:;y and control composites were 0.3~m and their stan

dard geometric deviations were 3.8 and 3-2 respectively. 

In the Bay Area composite the diameter sizes above Oo03µm are distri

buted like the upper tail of a log normal distribution. Approximately 50% 

of the fibers were measured as single fibrils (0.03µm diameter). In view 

of the assym.etric nature of the distribution the 50% point is considered as 

the geometric mean-:dg = 0.03µm and the ag = 7.7. The larger geometric mean 

diameter (.3µm) of the chrysotile asbestos fibers in the Loa Angeles samples 

compared to the much smal.ler geometric mean diameter (.03 µm-the diameter of 

single fibrils) in the~ Area samples could be due to the Los Angeles 

sampling sites being closer to asbestos sources than the Bay Area sampling 

sites. Another factor could be a lesser degree of weathering ot the air

borne asbestos in the Los Angeles area. 
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ANALYSIS OF AMPHIBOLE ASBESTOS 

In addition to the chrysotile asbestos, and glass fibeTS the n·i.illlber of 

a.mphibole asbestos fibers in the Los Angeles samples were counted by 

electron microscopy. The term amphibole asbestos includes the fibrous forms 

·of the amphibole group of minerals, the most common being a.mosite, crocidolite, 

tremolite and anthophyllite. They cannot be positively identified or differ

entiated by phase contrast microscopy. The fibrous amphiboles can be distin

guished from chrysotile asbestos by morphology and electron diffraction in 

the electron microscope. It is difficult to differentiate the various types 

of amphibole asbestos that occur in ambient air even by electron microscopy, 

but tremolite has a morphology and an electron diffraction pattern vhich 

permits presumptive identification. The amphibole asbestos encolUltered 

in the Los Angeles freeway and control samples vas probably tremolite, vi th a 

possibility of some anthophyllite. Tremolite is a calcium magnesium sili

cate found usually in conjunction vith talc, a magnesium silicate. Antho

phyllite is a magnesium silicate and can also occur with talc. Ground talc 

is used principally in rubber, some brake linings, pa.per, asphalt, ceramics t 

paint~ xoofing, and insecticides. Tremolite and talc could be released 

into the air during manufacture or use of all of these products. The com

posite average of the concentrations of a.mphibole asbestos is low, 1.2 f/1 9 

and is the same in both the Los Angeles rreeve;;y and control samples. The 

concentration of smphibole asbestos analysed by electron microscopy is 

included in tables I-IV for the Los Angeles·treeway and control samples. The 

composite concentrations and percent of amphibole asbestos in the Los Angeles 
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freewa::, and control samples a.re in table IX ~hich ·a1.so includes composites 

of the total -asbestos fiber concentrations~ chrysotile plus amphibole 

asbestos. for the Los Angeles f'reewtW and control samples. The combined 

concentrations are lOW 9 2.1 f/1 for the freewt13 samples and 2.0 f/1 for 

the controls • .Amosite fibers were seen in the ambient air from San Jose~ 

Cs.li:fornia:i- where there is an industry using amosite in a product. 'I'remo

lite fibers were not reported in the B~ Area. samples. .Amosite was not 

seen in the Los Angeles samples. 

Analysis of Glass Fibers 

Glass fibers vere counted and sized in the Los Angeles and B~ Area 

samples by light and electron microscopy. Glass fibers are man-mo.de and 

get into the air pri_ma.:ily from use or manufacture of products containing 

fibrous glass. Although there are unansvered questions about fibrous 

glass in air the present evidence supports the position that it is primarily 

a nuisance dust which can produ~e mechanical irritation(l3). The light 

microscope with phase contrast optics is adequate for identification and 

analysis of glass :fibers collected :from air on membrane filters. Larger 

diameter glass fibers can be lost during process1ng of the specimen grids 

:for electron microscopy. Small diameter beta glass,_ 0.2µ-0.5µ diameter, 

can be seen in the electron microscope but not in the light microscope. No 

small. diameter beta glass fibers were observed by electron microscopy in 

the Los Angeles samples. Small diameter glass fibers o:f .3µm diameter and 

most likely beta glass 9 were seen by electron microscopy in the samples 

https://man-mo.de


taken on the Earl Warren Hall roof in the Bey- Area samples. Table XII con

tains the composite glass fiber concentrations (f/1) for the matched pair 

samples from the Los Angeles freeva:y loop sites by LM and EM, and table 

XIII is a comparison of the glass fiber concentrations of the Los Angeles 

samples vith the Bay Area ambient air samples by LM and EM excluding car 

1/6 sample~ which was obtained near an open dump containing gla.ss fibers as 

vell as asbestos fibers. Table XIV is the glass fiber concentrations, f/1, 

analysed by LM for the matched pair rreeway loop samples, which could not 

be included iri tables I-IV because of lack of space. 

The composite concentrations or glass fibers in the Los Angeles area 

are low for both the freeway-, 0.8 f/1, and control samples 0.7 f/1. These 

are very- close to the values for the chrysotile asbestos composite concen

trations in the Los _Angeles samples. The composites of glass fiber concen

trations in Bay Area ambient air samples are higher than in the Los ·Angeles 

samples, but not significantly so. The EM composite concentrations are 

lower than the LM values in e.11 cases vhich is to be expected. The glass 

, :fiber diameter distributions were assembled from the analyses of the 

samples from the Los Angeles f'reeva,y and the Bq Area. The cumulative per

c_entages at given diameters were calculated and the geometric mean .and ag 

values determined graphically. The geometric mean diameter of the freeva;'j 

and control composites by LM is 2.5µm (ag 1.5) and 3.lµm (ag 1.7) respectively 

and by EM, 1.lµm (og 1.6) for the freeway samples and l.4µm (og 1.6) for the 

controls. The values of the geometric mean diameter by LM ans.J..ysis is prob

ably closer to a true value than those f'rom the EM analysis since larger 

diameter fibers can be lost during electron microscopy and also~ there were 



very few if a:n.y small diameter beta glass fibers observed. The geometric 

mean diameter of the glass fibers in the Bay Area by IM is 5.3µm (og 1.7) 

ai."ld O. 9iim (Cg 2. 1) by Eilii. The values of the geometric mean diameter by IM 

analysis is probably closer to a true value then the geometric mean dia

meter by EM. However there were 8.6% of 0.3µm diameter fibers (beta glass) 

and 16.5% of 0.5µm diameter :fibers (lower diameter of ordinary glass fibers

upper limit for beta glass fibers) observed by EM. 
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Analysis of UrutnOWiil Fibers 

The concent.ra.t:io"8 (f/1) or a category of tiben classified ias unknown 

is included in tables I-IV for the Los Angeles fi'ee!"cYq end control sam.pl.es 

and in table V the ~ Area ambient air samples. Table XV is a com.posite 

of the average of the unknovn fiber concentrations at eae."l of the Los 

Angeles 'freeway sites for the matched pairs i, treewey and control samples? 

and for the Bay Area ambient air samples analysed by EM.. A cqmposite :i,,ss 

made of the BS¥ Area samples vith and without the samples f'rom car 116, #8 

19, #10 which are not f'rom strictly ambient air but were sampled near open 

dumps and near industries. The category of unknown fibers include fibers 

not asbestos, or glass ·but could not be easily identi:tied by morphology or 

electron diffraction pattern. Many of these fibers are not crystalline, 

and some are crystalline. Wood fibers, fibers from bu.ming paper such as 

Ca co or CaO fibers and fibers of chemical origin are included. The con
3 

centration of these :fibers in t.he air sampled in the Los Angeles freeway 

sites and in the Bq Area ambient area is 1~, the composite avera~s are 

4 f/1 in the Los Angeles treewq samples, 5 f/1 in the Los .Angeles control 

samples, 6.3 f/1 in the Bq Area samples (excluding the car samples) and 

51. f/1 including the cu samples. Paul Gross ( 5 ) has reported on the possi

bility ot a health effect ·trom fibers in air other than asbestos fibers and 

glass especially fibers from burnt paper. 

Particulate :material 9 other than fibers II vas observed in the electron 

microscope in all samples analysed tor fiber concentration. The particu1ates 

observed were insoluble in methyl ethyl ketone, methyl alcohol end chloroform. 

https://sam.pl.es
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Among the particles retognized in many of the ss.mples were diatom fragments, 

fly ash spheres (small spherical particles generated by burning of fuel), 

and aggregates of carbon particles (soot). These aggregates are found pri

marily in the freewa;y samples and the source is most likely exhaust from 

motor vehicles. Plate XI is an electron micrograph show-ing carbon particles 

aggregates from a sample obtained on the freeway at the San Diego at 122nd 

Street site. Plate XII is also an electron micrograph from a freeway 

sample obtained at the San Diego at 122nd Street site. This large particles 

vith satelite dorplets could have been deposited as a single large dorplet 

and material removed during exposure to the high vacuum during sample pre

paration and electron microscopy or could have been deposited as seen in 

the micrograph and formed its satelites during impact on the Nucl~pore 

filter. The particle boils, and material is destroyed in a high energy 

electron beam as shown in plate XIII. 
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METHODS OF ESTIMATING ASBESTOS FIBER CONCENTRATION 

IN AIR BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Four methods used for quantitative analysis, by electron microscopy, 

of asbestos fibers from air sampled on membrane filters will be discussed. 

These are: 1) the method developed in this laboratory and presented in 

detail in Appendix A. 2) the method developed by Battelle Memorial Insti-

. ( 14 15)tute, Columbus~ Ohio ' • 3) The method used by Johns-Manville 

Research and Engineering Center~ Denver, Colorado~(l6) and 4) the method 

. used in the Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, Nev York, Nev York(i7 ,lB). 

These methods involve two approaches to the problems of using the 

electron microscope for estimating the amount of chrysotile asbestos in air, 

one in which fibers are not purposely reduced to indivi.dual fibrils and one 

in which they are. The method used by this laboratory was designed for 

estimating the number and size distribution of chrysotile asbestos fibers 

as they occur in the air and collected membrane filters. The f'ibers are 

dispersed in a solvent without any aids except a stirring rod, and trans-

, ferred to a second filter vhich is prepared for electron microscopy. The 

results a.re reported as the number of fibers per unit volume of air (f/1) 

regardless of the size of the chrysotile bundles. The size (diameter X 

length) of the fibers are measured during the counting procedure and a size 

distribution of the fibers is obtained for either single samples (if the 

fiber concentration is high) or in groups of samples (if the fiber concen

tration is low) as in ambient air). The other methods involve ashing the 

particulates and fibers collected on membrane filters. The ash or a portion 
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of it is dispersed in ~ater or collodion by ultrasonic vibration-and/or 

grinding (mulling). This treatment breaks up the chrysotile bundles into 

smaller bundles and single fibrils. The fibrils and small bmidles are 

counted and sized by electron microscopy; the tote.l volume of the fibrils 

is calculated, from vhich the weight of the asbestos is estimated. It is 

very difficult to relate the fiber concentration (f/1) in the sample of 

air to its mass (ug/1) because of the great variance in the fiber size 

distribution. For example a large fiber bundle which veighs as m.uch as a. 

very large number of fibrils may not be of biologic significance, as it 

~ be too large to penetrate into a lung. Mass alone does not give a 

indication of the number or size of the fibers that occur in the air sampled. 

A comparison of asbestos fiber concentration and mass was made in England, by 

2P. G. Harris( 0) in shipyard insulation processes in 1971 and no correlation 

was found between the mass of crocidolite asbestos fibers and the number of 

fibers counted by light microscopy for relatively low concentrations of 

asbestos. Crocidolite fibers occur singly (not in bundles) and are of 

greater diameter than chrysotile asbestos fibrils, thus the number of fibers 

would be even easier to correlate to mass than numbers of chrysotile fibers. 

The method of determining industrial exposure to chrysotile asbestos, 

recommended by NIOSH(l9) and required by OSHA(B) involves collecting a 

sample of air in a work environment on a membrane filter end counting fibers 

using a phase contra.st microscope. This method is described in an earlier 

section of this report. The results are reported as the number of fibers/ml 

of' air. The present standard for asbestos in industry is 5 f/ml., to be 

reduced to 2 f/ml. in 1975. The electron microscopy and light microscopy 

1t 

https://contra.st
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methods used in this study produces data comparable to that required for 

measurements of industrial exposures to asbestos in air. 

A more detailed discussion of the four methods follows: l) The method 

described in detail in this report (Appendix A) was designed for estimating 

the number and size of fibers, primarily chrysotile asbestos but also 

amphibole asbestos~ glass and other fibers as they occur in the air and 

collected on 0.8µ pore size Millipore filters. The results a.re reported in 

number of fibers/liter regarclless of the size of the fibers. This method 

does not involve ashing, (either low temperature or high temperature), 

grinding (mulling); or ultrasonics. Instead the particulates on the Milli

pore filter is suspended in a solvent in vhich the Millipore filter is 

soluble.• The particulates including asbestos suspend uniformly in the sol

vent in a short time with a minimum of stirring with a glass stirring rod. 

'--·· The suspension can be checked for uniformity in a Tyndal beam and also by 

electron microscopy. The suspended particulates are transferred to either 

a 0.5µ pore size or a o.8µ pore size Nuclepore filter, 25mm or 47mm in dia-

, meter, using an appropriate membrane filter vacuum filtration apparatus. 

The solvent does not appreciably affect the pore size of the Nuclepore filter 

in the short time necessary for filtration. The distribution of the particu

lates on the 47mm diameter Nuclepore filter is Poisson and statistical con

fidence intervals at the 90% level can be determined for the estimates of 

the number of fibers per liter ta.king into account all of the factors used 

in the calculation of the number of fibers per liter of air from the number 

counted on the 20 fields of the specimen grid (see Appendix A). The counting 



error indicated by the -confidence intervals (see Table XI) calculated for 

the values of the number of fibers per liter is high for the low concentra

tions. For example, for an estimated count of 1 f/1, the. intervals a.re, 

upper limit = 4 f /1 and the lower limit = 0. 2 f /1 9 a factor of 4 and 5 

respectively. For an estimated count of 5 f/1 the confidence limits are 

10.5 f/1 to 2.1 f/1. As the count values increase the confidence limits get 

smaller so that at a concentration of 1000 f/1 there is a variation of ❖ 

6%(l2). The confidence limits can be used as a measure of statistical 

reproducibility and precision of the counting method. Another factor for 

possible error in the estimate of fiber concentration is that the 0.8~ pore 

size Nuclepore filter used for the transfer of particulates is not an 

absolute filter for the very small chrysotile asbestos fibrils. An experi

ment was performed to determine the number and size of fibrils that pass 

through the filter during the vacuum filtration process. A sample contain

ing chrysotile asbestos fibrils on a Millipore filter f'rom an industrial 

source was filtered through a 0.8µ pore size Nuelepore filter and the 

. filtrate filtered through a 0.2µ pore size filter. The results a.re in Table 

XVI. The 0.8µ pore size Nuclepore filter a collection efficiency of 88% for 

all fibers 0.1µ diameter X 15µ length and bigger and 61% for fibers 0.1µ 

diameter X 4µ length and smaller. If short fibrils are present the count 

would be low by en approximate factor of 2. 

The electron microscopy is done at a relatively low power, 2000X, with 

an optical. aid of a 1.5X optical magnifier (total mag. 3000X) or a lOX bino

cular dissection microscope ( total mag.,. 2000X). Chrysotile asbestos fibers 

can be resolved by the Siemens Elmiakop I or I~ electron microscope at 2000X 

\ 
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magnification and are visible on the screen with the aid of l.5X or lOX 

optical ma~ification. For positive identification 20,000X magnification 

is used for morphology and electron diffraction of the fibers. If there 

is s:ny doubt of the presence of fibrils a field can be scanned at 20,000X 

magnification with additional optical magnification of lOX (total 20000X), 

or 1.5x (total 30,000X). In the course of' this investigation the fibers 

in many fields were counted at both 2000X and 20,000X mag. with good 

agreement. The advantage of counting using the microscope viewing screen 

at a low-er magnification is the greater field size, hence a greater total 

area that can be counted conveniently and the elimination of the use of' 

electron micrographs. 

2) Method used by Battelle Memorial Institute 

This method involves asking the sample collected on a Millipore filter 

for 2 da,ys in a lov temperature plasma asher. The ash containing fibers is 

dispersed in water ultrasonically' and centri:f"uged a.t low speed. · The fiber 

bundles break up into small bundles or fibrils and are redistributed on a 

2nd Millipore filter by vacuum filtration. A carbon psendoreplioa is made 

of the fibers on the filter, the Millipore filter material is dissolved in 

acetone and the carbon film mounted on 200 mesh specimen grids. Fibrils are 

counted on 5 openings at a 30,000X magnification. The fiber number is con

verted to a value of mass of asbestos per unit volume. No statistical 

evaluation o-r the method is given. 

3) The method developed by Johns-Manville Research and Research and 

Engineering Center 



This method involves ashing the samples collected on a Millipore filter 

in a platinum crucible in a Muffle furnace at a temperature close to 4oo0 c. 

The ash is lightly ground in an agate mortar and pestle~ and dispensed in 

water by ultrasonic vibration. A radioactive tracer (A·i98 ) is added and 

mixed with the slurry in an ultrasonic bath. The radioactivity is measured 

and an aliquot of the slurry is prepared for electron microscopy by mixing 

the aliquot of ash in collodion in Sll\Yl acetate using a mulling technique on 

a glass slide~ and making a film of the ash in the collodion on the glass 

slide. The film is floated onto water and picked up on carbon coated grids. 

The radioactivity on the grid is measured and the weight of' the amount of 

ash on the grid is determined. Micrographs ~f 6 fields@ 4000X magnification 

are obtained and the fibrils and small bundles· are counted at 12 ,OOOX magni

fication using 30X ~p~;cal magnification. The fiber count-is converted to 

mass and the asbestos concentration is reported on a mass basis. No statis

tical evaluation of the method is reported. 

4) The method developed by Mt. Sinai School of Medicine, Nev York, New York 

This method is similar to the one used by Johns-Manville Company vith 

these differences, l) the samples (on Millipore_ filters) are ashed in a 

low temperature plasma asher for a short time, 2) a radioa.ctive tracer is 

not used to determine the weight of ash on the specimen grid. 3) Ultrasonic 

vibration is not used for the dispersal of the ash. The sample is mixed and 

ground vith collodion in amyl acetate by mulling with a watch glass on a 

glass slide. A :film is ma.de and ::ounted on a grid es in the Johns-Ma.'l'lville 

method. Six grids are prepared o-r each sample and two 100µ X 100µ squares 

of each grid scanned at 42,000X on the electron microscope. The fibers are 
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counted and sized~ and the results ce.lcule.ted to a mass basis and reported 

as gm asbestos per meter3• 

t 
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It is of interest to compare the results of analysis of chrysotile 

asbestos concentration by electron microscopy reported in units of mass/m3 

. (16)
by Nicholson etal. with the concentrations in number of fibers/liter 

and in mass/m3 in the Los Angeles freeway and control samples contained 

in Table VI in this report. 

TABLE I (ref. 16 p. 138 
from llicholson, et. a.l. ) 

Chrysotile Content of Ambient Air in NYC 

Preliminary Results 

Sampling Location Asbestos.Air level 

in io-9 gra:ms/m3 

Manhattan 25-60 

Bronx 25-28 

Brooklyn 19-22 

Queens 18-29 

Staten Isl~d 11-21 

FROM TABLE VI (this report) 

Asbestos Air Level No. of fibers/literSampling Location 
in 10-9 grams/m3 . by f/1 EM 

Los Angeles Freeway 27 

matched pair composite 

Los Angeles Control (ambient) 43 o.a 
matched pair composite 



The mass (~/m3) data of the Nev York City samples is in general 

agreement with the mass data for the Los Angeles samples. 

The fiber counts and mass/vol. or air in the two Los Angeles com

posites are low and are not indicative ot a nearby eh.rysotile asbestos 

source. For comparative purposes it should be noted that the asbestos 

fiber standard for industry adopted by the Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration in 1972 set a maximum short term ceiling of 10,000 fibers/ 

liter with 5,000 f/1 permitted as an 8-hour average; the latter will drop 

to 2,000 fibers/liter in 1976. _The foregoing based.on optically.visible 

fibers may be compared with fiber counts in the Los Angeles area of less 

than 10 fibers/liter with most being under i fiber/liter. 

\ . 
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APPENDIX A 

Analytical Procedures - Electron Microscopy 

The transfer of the sample from the Millipore filter to a Nuclepore 

filter used for electron microscopy is as follows {Figure 6): 

1. · The sample on the Millipore filter is placed in a 250ml beaker and 

dissolved in 100ml of a 1:1 mixture of methyl alcohol and methyl ethyl ketone. 

The solvent mixture has been previously filtered through a 0.5µ pore size 

Nuclepore filter to remove particulates. The fibers and particulates sus

pend evenly in the solvent as can be observed.in a Tyndall beam. 

2. For the Bay Area ambient air samples the suspension is filtered by 

a vacuum through a 0.5µ pore size Nuclepore filter (usually 25mm diameter 

with an effective filtration diameter of 15mm). For the Los Angeles freeway 

and control samples the suspension is filtered through a 0.8µ pore size, 47mm 

die.meter Nuclepore filter vith an effective filtration diameter of 35o5mmo 

A Millipore filter holder assembly or the pr9per size, designed for vacuum 

filtration is used to hold the Nuclepore filter. The filtration assembly is 

mounted in a side a.rm tilter flask and a three war glass valve is used for 

controlling the vacuum. To ensure a random distribution of fibers on the 

Nuclepore filter the suspension is not allowed to be.sucked dry during 

:filtration or during washing. The suspension is f'iltered leaving a.bout 5mm 

of' solvent above the filter. The filtration can be stopped quickly using 

the 3 we;y valve. 

3. Five aliquots of solvent 1> 10ml eachi, are used to we.sh the beaker and 

also to dilute and remove Millipore filter materials from the Nuclepore filter. 

https://observed.in


The filtration is stopped short of' the filter after ea.en aliquot of solvent 

is applied. The last wash is all.OW'ed to tilter to completion. 

4. The practically dry Nuclepore tilter is transferred to a piece of 

filter paper (Whatman /Jl or #2) in a plastic Petri dish. 

Preparation o-r the sample on the NuclepQre tilter for electron micro

scopy is as :follovs (Figure 1 and part of Figure 6). 

This method is a modi~ic:ation of a method using Nuclepore filters for 

electron microscopy or particles collected from air devised by Franke~ a.1( 9 )_ 

1. A piece ot the filter (1 cm X 2 ems) is cut out of the filter vith a 

scalpel snd mounted on a glass microscope slide with scotch tape. 

2. 'l'he piece or tilter is coated with ·a tairly heavy coat of silicon 

monoride (SiO) in a vacuum optical coater. Pieces of tilter from 4 samples 

can be mounted on a ·glass slide and a total ot 12 tilter pieces can be coated 

with SiO in one operation. For the Los Angeles samples a glass slide with 

4 pieces ot tilter vas mounted en =. rotating atage which :revolved slowly dm-= 

ing the .coating procedure to insure an even coat ot S10. 

3. A l/811 disc ( the size of a specimen grid) is cut out ot the SiO 

coated :filter vith a sharp boring tool (hardened_ to surgical steel hardness) 

s.ud mounted SiO side dCMl on a 200 mesh stainless steel grid previously placed 

m top of a piece of po~thane in chloroform. A Stentor dish or small 

Petri dish is used to hold the polyurethane and. chloroform. The chloroform. 

liquid is approximately 1/169' to 1/1811 t'rOlll the top of the polyurethane. The 

Nuclepore filter is dissolved by the chloroform. by vi.ck action thrO".J.sh -the 

pores o:f the SiO replica ot the filter eurf'ace. The replica is left on the 

https://thrO".J.sh
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grid with the particles and fibers on top of the SiO substrate. It takes 

about 4 hours to 6 hours to remove the Nuclepore filter material. 

4. The grids are transferred to a piece of filter paper in e plastic 

petri dish and are ready for electron microscopy. 

Electron Microscopy 

A Siemens Elmiskop I or IA electron microscope operated at 100 KV was 

used for counting and sizing the fibers on a grid prepared from each sample. 

The fibers were counted and sized directly on the microscope viewing screen. 

The screen was ruled with pencil in a grid of 1 cm squares~ vith 1 cm ruled 

in 2mm. intervals. The magoi fies.tion used for counting and sizing is 20DOX. 

This magnification and the field or view is in .the order of magnitude of 

that of~ light microscope but provides much higher resolu~ion than a light 

microscope. The 2000X magnification is obtained with the projector ~ens 

turned off. The magnification scale (intermediate lens current meter) is 

calibrated by the use of a 20lJ aperture (measured in a light microscope) in 

the object plane. The ima.ge of the aperture· is projected onto the viewing 

screen and the intermediate lens current is adjusted on the meter so that 

the aperture opening measures 4cm on the viewing· screen. which is a. magnifi

cation of 2000X. The meter reading is recorded. A lOOµm objective aperture 

is used to increase contrast. A l. 5X optical magnifier is mounted in the 

viewing window. The 10 X binocular microscope can be used for greater magni

fication if necessary. For identi:fication of fibers by morphology and electron 

diffraction the electron microscope is used at 20s000 X magnification. This 

magnification is achieved by changing the projector pole piece to pole piece 

III (the magnification is the meter reading X 2000). The projector pole 



piece C!.U"l.~er:.t is tu.med. O!.l.v Th,e intermediate lens current is adjusted so 

that the: meter :tes.ds 10 {a magnification of 20 ,OOOX). This magnification is 

close to the magnification used for selected area diffraction. Selected 

s.r~a diffraction is a mode of operating the electron microscope to obtain an 

electron diffraction pattern of a crystal or group of crystals (in our work 

a fiber or group of fibers) in an area selected by means of an aperture 

placed in the intermediate lens. This pattern is usually a spot pattern and 

can be used for calculating d spaces which can be compared to d spaces in the 

ASTM d space card index, and can be used for identification of crystals. The 

pattern of chrysotiie asbestos fibers in a small bundle is a spot pattern in 

parallel a:rrey with partial concentric circles in the center of the pattern. 

This can with experience, be used for identification of chrysotile asbestos. 

Glass fibers do not diffract~ so that crysotile fibers and non-crysotile 

fibers (glass) can be distinguished. Many amorphorus materials such a.s 

Carbon and Silicon monoxide diffract in a series of faint diffuse rings and 

the pattern is characteristic of an amorphous substance. 

Counting Procedure 

Fibers are counted and recorded for each of 20 fields in a 200 mesh 

specimen grid. A field is defined as a single opening in the grid. '!'he 

ratio o"f the total number of fields in a. grid to the number oi' fields counted 

is used in the calculation of the number of fibers on the whole grid, con

sequentfy a.n accurate calibration of the magnification of the electron 

microscope is not required for defining the area of a field. The total 

number of openings in a grid was ~etermined by making a photographic enlarge

ment of' a grid a..."ld calculating the number of openings by counting the openings 
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tctal fields per ar:id must be corrected to en 
i'i.alds co..m.ted 

a·ea ;;;;f the fields in the grid, This com-

pens ates fcrr. the .area cf' the g1:ii ·oars. 'l"he length and width of several 

Fr0r the Bay Area samples filtered on 25mm diameter Nuclepore f'ilters the 

factors and ratios for the calc\.uations are as follows: 

Total fields in grid 

b. Mo. of fields cou.i:.rted 20 

c. e:t'fective a.re a of 25mm dia. Nucle-oore filter = 116.715 = 22 

area of dhH: (grid) (3.2 mm die..) 8.0 

8.00 

--:,• ,~.... "-'"~•.,,~\-

i,ote.l areas of fields in grid .112mm X • ll2mm X 452 fields 



b. 8 = 1~84 

·ie.otal area or f'ie.lds in grid •98mm X 452 fields 

c. The other :f'a.cto1"'S ue the same as in l 

Eech filter with the sector removed tor light microscopy was xeroxed. 

The filter vas let't in bottom section of the clear plastic Petri dish used 

for storage. A disc of the diameter of the· effective area of the filter 

was cut out and weighed on en ane.JJ,"tic&l. balance. The sector indicated by 

lines in the xerox copy was cut out and the disc minus the section was 

weighed. 

The factor weight of xerox disc a factor tor normalizing to whole 
Millipore filter 

weight of xerox disc-sector 

METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF FIBER COUNTS IN FIBERS/LITER 

l. For samples collected on a Millipore filter (sector ~emoved for light 

·m1croscopy) and transferred to a Buclepore tilter: 

fiber count X (total fields in grid) X (grid area. factor) X 

B9,. of field counted 

effective area of Nuclepore ~ilter X (factor for normalizing to 

are~ of disc (grid) 

lhole Millipore filter) = · nWllber of' :fibers on Millipore filter. 

Fiber/liter no~ o~ :fibers on Millipore filter 

cu. fto air X 28.3 liters/cu~ ft. 

It 
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